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Helping give you guidance 
in knowing AIA 

Our underwriting philosophy
We adopt a holistic evidence-based approach to underwriting, treating each 
client on an individual basis that takes into account their unique medical, 
occupational, financial and recreational circumstances and applying a 
premium which is fair, equitable to the risk and sustainable throughout the life 
of the policy.

We take a common-sense business approach within the framework of our risk 
assessment parameters. We look for innovative solutions and alternatives to 
ensure that we are transparent, flexible and competitive, while balancing the 
need to maintain a sustainable book of business and deliver on our claims 
promise.

We put our customers first and work collaboratively, keeping them fully 
informed during the underwriting process, providing logical explanations for all 
decisions to ensure the best possible service and outcomes. 

Welcome

This guide is designed to give 
you confidence in setting 
expectations about the underwriting 
requirements and the process for 
your clients.

The purpose of this guide is to make 
it easier for you to complete risk 
applications and, more importantly, 
to have your new business 
completed quickly.

The gathering of accurate 
information is critical to ensure the 
best outcome for your client not 
only at underwriting stage but also 
claims.

As this guide is for reference only, 
your AIA underwriter may request 
additional information as necessary.

The AIA underwriting 
philosophy aims to be 

consistent, fair and 
commercial in our 
decision making

We aim to Make A Difference in every interaction.

We utilise 
evidence-based 

underwriting and up 
to date research to 

support our decision 
making

We innovate through 
the use of digital tools 

and analytics to 
enhance the 

underwriting process

We keep pace 
with medical 

developments

We work to provide 
the best possible 

terms with 
transparency in our 

decisions

Our HealthScreen, 
tele-underwriting, 
tele-consult and 

digital services make 
it easy for your 

customers to get 
cover faster
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DOING  
THE RIGHT 
THING

IN THE  
RIGHT WAY

WITH  
THE RIGHT 
PEOPLE

• We will provide a consistent and efficient level of service

• We will make fair and commercially balanced decisions

• We will deliver on our promises

• We take a common-sense approach and focus on adding value for our customers

• We partner and communicate with our customers and make it easy for them to 
do business with us

• We will honour our Underwriting Philosophy

• We are open, approachable and flexible 

• We focus on continuous improvement and innovation

• We are committed, take accountability and ownership

• We have the right attitude and conduct our business in a professional manner

Our Underwriting 
Principles
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Making the process as simple 
as possible

Our aim is to make the process of applying for cover as easy and simple as possible. 
AIA puts considerable effort into the development of our eApp and accompanying rules 
engine. One of the benefits of this to you and your clients is the level of detail you are 
able to provide about your clients’ circumstances. 

Electronic Applications 
AIA’s eApp is an electronic application tool with an automated underwriting engine 
designed to simplify and enhance the adviser-client experience and decision-making 
process. It has over 200 specific questionnaires designed to collect the most relevant 
information in a concise and clear manner. Ideally this will;

1. Quickly identify circumstances which require evidence (or postponement) so that 
it can be referred to an underwriter with sufficient detail to provide a high level of 
direction as to what else might be required, or; 

2. Confirm the details and provide terms for those conditions which can be accepted 
without the need for more information.

The attachment process is also available for clients to provide evidence which 
is required by eApp (e.g. evidence of income for agreed value), or to supply new 
information such as test results or medical reports to support a review of the terms 
which have been offered on the basis of the client disclosure alone.

The eApp User Guide and eApp Frequently Asked Questions are available from the Help 
and Support section of the AIAHub website.

Contact us
You can contact our underwriting team on LiveChat Monday through Friday 9:00am to 
5:00pm or via our Adviser Relationship Team by calling 0800 768 287.

Digital Underwriting

Legal disclaimer

The availability of insurance cover is subject to your client’s application being approved. All applications are subject to individual consideration. Special conditions, 
exclusions and premium loadings may apply. The insurance policies to which this guide relates are underwritten by AIA New Zealand Limited. For full details of the 
products and benefits offered by AIA, please refer to the policy document(s) which are available from AIA.

The information in this publication may change without notice, however any changes will be communicated via our Adviser Connect e-newsletter. While every effort 
has been made to ensure the information contained in this publication is correct, AIA does not guarantee the information. The information contained in this publication 
is general in nature and is not intended as advice may not be relevant to individual circumstances.
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1   Always tell the truth 

Insurance is based on the principle of utmost good faith. Put simply, your clients have a 
duty to provide truthful, complete and correct information about themselves, including 
their health and medical history. 

Their duty of disclosure extends to the date the insurance is issued. For example, they 
are required to tell us if they are diagnosed with a medical condition after the date of 
the application but before they agree to any terms of cover we offer them. If we offer to 
cover them, they will be insured based on the information they disclosed.

2   Answer questions as fully as your clients can

Applying for insurance involves responding to a number of questions. Your client’s 
answers need to include as much detail relating to their current and past circumstances 
as possible. While this may take time, it is important to ask the questions in full to 
ensure that we have all the information we need when we make the decision to insure 
your clients and on what terms. 

It is important to relate the full questions to your client to ensure they can fully disclose 
their risk to AIA.

3   If in doubt, tell us

If your clients are uncertain of the relevance of any information, our advice is to include  
it on the application form because, even if they are not sure, it may be important to us.  
If someone else is completing the form on their behalf, it is important that the client 
checks  that the information is correct and nothing has been left out.

4   If your clients don’t know something, say so

If your clients say they don’t know the answer to a question it is not an issue. If the 
underwriter thinks they need more information about the answer to a question so we 
can offer them insurance, we will need to obtain the information from somewhere else.

By signing the declaration and consent, your clients give us their consent to get this 
information.

5   Know what they are signing

By signing the declaration on their form, your clients are saying that they have 
answered all of the questions completely and to the best of their knowledge, as well as 
providing any other information that may influence our decision about their policy. If 
they are uncertain about any of their answers, they need to ask you or us before signing 
the declaration.

6   How non-disclosure affects claims

When your clients make a claim, we may look further into their personal history.

If we discover that they did not provide us material information that would have 
changed our decision to insure them or the terms of that insurance, we may amend 
the terms of their insurance policy. It does not matter if the new information is about 
a condition unrelated to their claim. If we discover that they haven’t told us something 
material, we may either alter the terms of their policy – which might affect their claim, 
or we may avoid their policy from its inception which means that they would not be able 
to make a claim as no policy would exist.

Duty of Disclosure
What your client needs to tell AIA
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7   Help us to help your clients when they need to claim

Depending on what your clients tell us on their claim form, we might need more 
information to assess their claim. We may get this information by calling your clients, 
asking them to fill out another form or asking them to take a medical test. Sometimes 
we will need to get information from other people who may include their doctor, their 
employer, ACC, insurance companies or other government departments.

By signing the claim form, your clients give us their consent to do this.

8   Understand what additional information may be obtained

We can only request information that we need to assess your client’s application for 
insurance or for consideration of a claim. At all times, the information we hold about 
your client is their information, they have the right to access and, if it is incorrect, 
request that we correct it.

9   Do not be afraid to ask

If there is anything you or your client are not sure of, please ask us for help. Contact 
your Business Development Manager, Underwriter, or chat with our team on LiveChat.
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Medical Underwriting 
Limits

Medical requirements for Life Cover/Family Protection Benefit

Age Band

Sum Assured 

$1 - $500,000

$500,001 - $750,000

$750,001 - $1,000,000

$1,000,001 - $1,500,000

$1,500,001 - $2,000,000

$2,000,001 - $2,500,000

$2,500,001 - $2,750,000

$2,750,001 - $3,000,000

$3,000,001 - $3,500,000

$3,500,001 - $4,000,000

$4,000,001 - $4,500,000

$4,500,001 - $5,000,000

$5,000,001 - $10,000,000

$10,000,001 +

1 - 45

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form

Application Form

Application Form

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 5 

46 - 50

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 5 

51 - 55

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 5 

56 - 60

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 5 

61 - 65

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 5 

66+

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 5 

Medical limits & requirements calculator
To help you calculate the medical requirements for your client, we’ve attached our medical 
requirements tool where you simply enter the age and sum assured and it will display the 
exact medical requirements.

NOTE: To access the medical limits calculator spreadsheet, please save this PDF to your computer and open it in Adobe Acrobat Reader, rather than accessing it 
through a web browser.

(HS) = HealthScreen Medical
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Medical requirements for Total & Permanent Disablement (TPD)

Medical requirements for Critical Conditions and Progressive Care

Age Band

Sum Assured 

$1 - $500,000

$500,001 - $750,000

$750,001 - $1,000,000

$1,000,001 - $1,500,000

$1,500,001 - $2,000,000

1 - 45

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4 Plus

46 - 50

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4 Plus

51 - 55

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 4 Plus

Med 4 Plus

56 - 60

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 4 Plus

Med 4 Plus

61+

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4 Plus

Med 4 Plus

Age Band

Sum Assured 

$1 - $500,000

$500,001 - $750,000

$750,001 - $1,000,000

$1,000,001 - $1,500,000

$1,500,001 - $2,000,000

$2,000,001 - $2,500,000

$2,500,001 - $2,750,000

$2,750,001 - $3,000,000

$3,000,001 - $3,500,000

$3,500,001 - $4,000,000

$4,000,001 - $4,500,000

$4,500,001 - $5,000,000

1 - 45

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form

Application Form

Application Form

Application Form

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

46 - 50

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS) 

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

51 - 55

Application Form 

Application Form 

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 2 (HS)

Med 2 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

56 - 60

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

61 - 65

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

66+

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 1

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

Med 4

(HS) = HealthScreen Medical

(HS) = HealthScreen Medical
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Medical requirements for all Income Protection and 
Business Income Protection Benefits*

*Income Protection (Indemnity and Agreed Value), Mortgage and Income Protection, Business Continuity, Rural 
Continuity, Start Up Income Protection, (maximum benefit levels may apply).

*Where HS is noted in the table, Medical by GP can be replaced with HealthScreen Medical.

Specific Medical Requirements

Application form Application form

Medical 1 HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs

Medical 2 (HS) Medical by GP or HealthScreen, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs

Medical 3 (HS) Medical by GP or HealthScreen, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B

Medical 3 Plus (HS) Medical by GP or HealthScreen, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, PMAR

Medical 4 Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR. **Exercise ECG or Calcium Score 

Medical 4 Plus
Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR, PLUS PSA / Breast Exam/Mammogram. 
**Exercise ECG or Calcium Score

Medical 5
Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR, COTS, HIV.  **Exercise ECG or Calcium 
Score 

Sum Assured 

$1 - $96,000

$96,001 - $150,000

$150,001 - $180,000

$180,001 - $480,000

$480,001 + p.a.

All Ages

Application Form 

Med 1

Med 3 (HS)

Med 4

Med 4 and HIV

NOTE: The HIV test is only required for Monthly Sum Assured over $40,000.

(HS) = HealthScreen Medical
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Application form Personal Statement 

Healthscreen Nurse/GP Medical Medical can be done by either a HealthScreen nurse or by a GP to determine current health

Lipids Blood test for cholesterol levels in the blood - specfically cholesterol, trigylcerides, HDL, LDL, Chol ratio

HbA1c Blood test for glucose levels

Liver Function Tests (LFTs) Blood test for liver function

Creatinine A blood test to provide an indication of kidney function

Full Blood Count (FBC) Blood test to review blood composition

Exercise ECG
Exercise ECG to give an indication of heart health. **Individual Consideration can be given for this requirement, 
please contact the underwriting team

Calcium Score
A scan to give an indication of heart health - contact your UW to arrange this. **Individual Consideration can be 
given for this requirement, please contact the underwriting team

PMAR Personal Medical Attendence Report to obtain a client’s medical history

Cotinine (COTS)
Cotinine urine test to determine smoking status - only required by non-smokers applying for over  
$10,000,000 Life 

Prostate Specific Antigen test 
(PSA)

PSA Prostate test (male) or results from regular screening programme within 6 months

Mammogram Breast Exam or Mammogram (female), or results from regular screening programme within 6 months

NOTE: In some cases, the Stress ECG/Calcium Score can be waived as part of our normal Med 4/5 requirements. We will look at a 
number of key attributes that are likely to increase the value derived from a Stress ECG/Calcium Score and based on the outcome 
we can determine if the requirement can be waived. It will still remain for those with a higher risk cardiovascular profile.

Medical Requirements Glossary

Smoking Status
When is my client considered a smoker?

Cigarettes

E-Cigarettes (Vaping)

Marijuana 

Cigars 

Pipes

Hookah/Shisha

SMOKER

Last smoked 
</= 12 months ago

Used >1x per week 

Used >1x per month

NON-SMOKER

Last smoked  
> 12 months ago

Used</=1x per week 

Used </=1x per month

11AIA Underwriting Guide
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Validity of Medical 
Evidence

Requirement 90 Days 365 Days

Application form
Valid for 90 days (and required after 12 months from 
the date of the original application)

DOCGH**
Valid from 90 days to 12 months (required every 3 
months until application has been completed)

Medical exam*

Blood tests*

PMAR*

*  Validity of medical evidence (Medical Examination, Bloods, and PMAR) does not apply to any additional tests 
required as part of Non-Medical limits)

** Supplementary forms and sections may be required 

 
We have applied a validity period of 12 months (365 days) to medicals and bloods as 
AIA believes that in most cases there will not be a significant change in repeats (even 
if the case was assessed at non-standard terms). As a consequence, we can accept 
the results within this period to rate any additional or increased benefits subject to our 
other normal criteria (e.g. Non-Medical Limits changes). The exceptions to this are;

• If a new medical ailment is disclosed that requires investigation; or

• If the client requests a review of the terms (loadings/exclusions/limitations)

The following table sets out the validity periods relating to the submission of evidence 
regarding health/medical information.

Pending Proposal and Increase/Addition on  
in-force policy

12AIA Underwriting Guide
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To calculate the amount of cover a client would qualify for, multiply the client’s income 
by the relevant factor below based on the client’s age at the time of application. 

Lump Sum Benefits – Income Multiples

Lump Sum

Financial Underwriting

Age Life TPD Trauma

To 35 30x 20x 20x

36-45 20x 20x 15x

46-50 18x 18x 12x

51-55 15x 15x 12x

56-60 10x 10x 10x

61-65 8x N/A 5x

65+ IC N/A IC

To determine the financial evidence required, AIA aggregate all Life Cover sums 
assured, including all existing cover with both AIA and other companies. Life Cover has 
no maximum sum assured. 

The following table illustrates the financial underwriting requirements for Life Cover 
with high sums assured:

NOTE 2: Additional financial information may be requested in cases where there are large or complex 
business structures, multiple shareholders or key people. If you have any questions, please speak to your 
underwriter.

NOTE 1: Where the total Critical Conditions and Progressive Care maximum $2 million has been selected, 
the maximum Total Permanent Disablement available is $3 million, as the total aggregation between 
Critical Conditions and Progressive Care and Total Permanent Disablement is not to exceed $5 million. For 
Business Insurance, the maximum for Trauma is $2 million and Total Permanent Disablement is $5 million.

NOTE 3: The CFR is now a part of the digital application process in the eApp. It will be included in the 
underwriting questions where sums assured are above financial limits, removing the need for an additional 
requirement and completion of a paper form.

In some cases we can also use our tele-underwriting model for the CRF, to allow for a shorter processing 
time and a better customer experience. 

Requirements

Personal 
Statement

Confidential Financial 
Report (CFR) / Adviser 
Statement of Advice (SOA)*

Additional financial 
information  
(e.g. accounts, buy/sell 
agreements, loan agreements, etc.)

Life <$2.5m >$2.5m >$3.0m

TPD <$2.5m >$2.5m >$3.0m 

Trauma <$1.5m >$1.5m >$1.5m

*The Confidential Financial Report (CFR) can be replaced with the Adviser Statement of Advice (SOA), provided 
that the SOA contains the necessary information for us to complete our assessment. This should demonstrate 
clearly the link between the advice/recommendation, financial information and reason for cover.

Lump Sum Financial Limits

13AIA Underwriting Guide
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Client Financial evidence required

Self-employed

Sole trader, Partnership, Trust or employed by  
own company

• Client’s business entity accounts (for all entities) including finalised Statement of Financial 
Performance and business entity tax return for the two most recent financial years

• Personal income tax returns for the corresponding years as above are also required

Employees

No ownership / shareholding or financial 
interest in the business

• Client’s personal income tax returns or IRD earning summary for the two most recent financial 
years

or

• A letter from their employer confirming the client’s salary package for the two most recent 
financial years

Both employees and self-employed • Confidential Financial Questionnaire completed by the client including a detailed report of:

 – Earned/unearned person income

 – Assets and liabilities

 – Need for cover/how the benefit cover amount was calculated

The following table illustrates the financial underwriting requirements for Trauma Illness benefits exceeding $1 million:

Personal Income Protection

New or Existing Income Protection Benefit Financial evidence required

Indemnity

Total cover less than or equal to $120,000 

• Personal Statement

Indemnity 

Total cover greater than $120,000

Evidence of Income 

• Pay slip or contract if employed

• Self Employed - Full set of accounts for 2 years. The accounts should be current showing the 
most recent figures to give a good indication of how the business is performing today

• Other supporting evidence – Personal Income Tax Return, Business Income Tax Return 

• For sums assured > $180,000 - confidential financial report 

Agreed value/Loss of Earnings Evidence of Income

• Pay slip or contract if employed

• Self Employed - Full set of accounts for 2 years. The accounts should be current showing the 
most recent figures to give a good indication of how the business is performing today

• Other supporting evidence - Personal Income Tax Return, Business Income Tax Return

• For sums assured > $180,000 - confidential financial report

Note: We utilise current (up to date) income to determine benefit level

14AIA Underwriting Guide
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Replacement Ratios

Indemnity and Loss of 
Earnings

• 75% of the first $320,000 p.a. 

• 50% of the next $240,000 p.a. 
($320,001 - $560,000 p.a.)

• 20% for any excess income

Agreed Value • 62.5% for the first $70,000 p.a. 

• 60% of the next $30,000 p.a. ($70,001 - $100,000 p.a.)

• 55% of the next $220,000 p.a. ($100,001 - $320,000 p.a.)

• 35% of the next $240,000 p.a. ($320,001 - $560,000 p.a.)

• 20% for any excess income

Maximum replacement ratio
The maximum replacement ratios for both Indemnity and Agreed Value contracts are 
set out in the table below. 

NOTE: Annual benefits in excess of $30,000 p.m. ($360,000 p.a.) can only be insured with a maximum 
benefit payment period of two years.

Retirement Protection Benefit
This benefit is only available as an add-on to Income Protection Benefits (Indemnity, 
Agreed Value or Loss of Earnings). 

Evidence of KiwiSaver scheme is not required. 

If the addition of the Retirement Protection Benefit causes the sum assured of the total 
Income Protection benefit to be above $120,000, no proof of income is required.

Mortgage, Rent and Income Benefit
Clients can choose to insure either:

• 115% of mortgage or rent repayments, or

• 45% of their gross income

Maximum Sum Assured is $72,000 p.a. or $6,000 p.m.

Mortgage cover for owner occupied homes, holiday or vacation homes for personal use 
only (are not rented) can be covered under the Mortgage Benefit up to 115% of the 
mortgage repayments.

Acceptable Evidence of Mortgage

The following documentation is acceptable as evidence of mortgage:

• Current loan agreement, or;

• At least 3 months bank statements (current) reflecting the repayments, or;

• Any form of evidence, provided by the lender, confirming the following:

 – Confirmation of unconditional house purchase/home loan in place

 – Mortgagee details

 – Lender

 – Loan amounts(s)

 – Term of loan(s)

 – Projected or confirmed repayment amount(s) and frequency

Revolving Credit Loans 
• Cover available for up to the total repayments on an interest only basis, for the full 

facility.
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This Benefit can provide a monthly benefit payment to assist the future of a farm or 
share milking business should the life assured become totally disabled due to injury or 
illness. 

Rural Continuity 
Benefit

Agreed Value 

• 35% of Gross Turnover up to $10,000 per month ($120,000 per annum) / Farm 
Manager Salary + benefits 

• Any other disability insurance benefit from any sources in relation to the same 
disability, excluding ACC benefits (unless the optional ACC offset applies).

Minimum age: 16+, Maximum age: 55   

Eligible Occupations^ 

Class 3, 13 (self-employed for more than three years): 

1. Owners/Leasers of sheep, lamb/wool, dairy or beef farmers 

2. Sharemilkers – either herd-owning or Contract/Lower Order 

3. Farm Managers  

4. Family members where there is clear succession even though no direct ownership 
(and the family member is fully employed running the farm) 

Eligible Benefit Periods (see above for numbering) 

^ For Farm Managers who are not the farm owner (see above), it is acceptable to be 
insured for both RCB (Rural Continuity Benefit) and Personal Income Protection on the 
basis that the RCB product is owned by the farm entity and the personal IP is owned by 
the individual. There are several considerations and alterations here; 

1. These customers will still need to be quoted as self-employed as wage/salaried 
employees cannot access RCB in Quote Builder. 

2. Do not quote with the “ACC offset” as holders of both benefits will still have an ACC 
offset against the personal IP so this should not also be offset against the RCB.

There will be a maximum benefit period of 12 months for employees - they can have 
personal cover with a concurrent wait and it is unlikely that a farm owner would require 
more than 12 months to find a replacement.

ACC Offsets

1,2 & 4         6/12/24 months

3 6/12 months

ACC Offset RCB only RCB / IP Combination

Taken ^^

Not taken

^^ As ACC is offset against IP do not select ACC Offset when applying for combination.
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Monthly Benefit Financial Evidence

$0 to $60,000 p.a. • Personal Statement 

• Business Continuity Supplementary Proposal 

$60,001 to $180,000 • Personal Statement 

• Business Continuity Supplementary Proposal 

• Last two years’ accounts (to include up to date 
(current) results) 

Replacement Ratios 

$0 to $225,000 80% of Gross Profit 

$225,001 to $500,000 60% of Gross Profit 

$500,001 to $800,000 40% of Gross Profit 

$800,001 to $1,340,000 25% of Gross Profit 

Maximum Benefit amount is $50,000 per month (per business). 

• The business must have been trading for at least three years 

• Key person/employee to be covered, must have been in their role at least two years 

• The business must be a profitable and ongoing concern 

• Clients can have personal IP/MR/RP alongside if financially justified or on an extended 
waiting period 

• Medically and financially cover is aggregated on an individual level 

• The business must own the policy, not an individual 

• Maximum benefit per business is $50,000 per month 

• Proof of how the key person directly contributes to Gross Profit (and the percentage 
they contribute) is required 

• Depending on the nature of the business there may be additional requirements in order 
to complete the financial underwriting 

If a client has or is applying for Income Protection (IP) cover and there will be an overlap 
between the Business Continuity Benefit (BCB) and Income Protection (IP) benefits, and 
they are the business owner, the client’s total income is deducted from the Gross Profit 
before calculating Business Continuity Benefit.

Business Continuity 
Benefit

NOTE: Due to the complex nature of tax and its many variables we advise the client 
consults with their accountant. 
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Start Up Income 
Protection Benefit

COVID-19 has changed the way that our economy is operating and there are some 
sectors experiencing a very slow recovery or that remain relatively quiet. At this time, 
we are necessarily cautious with the industries listed below. 

• $9,000 maximum per month

• No financial evidence is required

• Has previously been self-employed and closes one business, then starts a new one

• Has been in business for less than 36 months and only has one business

Time Line in Business Monthly Benefit Maximum Benefit Term

0-12 months 
$0 to $6,500 

($78,000 p.a.)
12 months

0-12 months
$6,501 to $9,000 

($78,001 p.a. - $108,000 p.a.)
6 months

Over 12 months
$0-$9,000 

($108,000 p.a.)
2 years

There are key things to think about when reviewing Start Up applications (and all IP 
applications). In addition to existing guidelines for this product, we will also need to 
consider these business characteristics: 

Industry: 

• Travel/Tourism 

• Hospitality

• Industries with a high dependence on international supply chain or international 
customers (where there is no replacement from local sources) e.g. building products, 
engineering equipment, technology hardware, or e-bike importation

• New business ventures geared around pandemic responses (e.g. mask/sanitiser 
manufacture/distribution)

Individual consideration needs to be given to the overall business proposition including 
the previous skills and experience of the business owner which may contribute 
significantly to an increased chance of the business succeeding long term. 
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If your client is pregnant and/or considering parental leave or is currently on parental 
leave and is applying for income protection/mortgage protection, then please refer to 
the table below.

Income Protection for Pregnancy/Parental Leave  

Pregnancy/Parental Leave Scenario Approach (Indemnity only)

My client is working and is about to go on parental leave and 
intends to return to full-time work at the end of their parental 
leave. 

Assessed under ‘normal 
occupational duties’

My client is working and is about to go on parental leave and 
intends to return to part-time work at the end of their parental 
leave. 

My client is already on parental leave and intends to return to 
full-time work at the end of their parental leave. 

My client is already on parental leave and intends to return to 
part-time work at the end of their parental leave. 

My client is working and is about to go on parental leave and 
does not intend to return to work at the end of their parental 
leave. Assessed as Occupation 

Class 5 ($2,500 pm)

My client is already on parental leave and does not intend to 
return to work at the end of their parental leave. 

What does the Policy cover and what Policy Exclusions are there?:

• If the client is on leave without pay for more than 12 months, they are automatically 
classed as Occupation Class 5. 

• Pregnancy Premium Waiver does not apply within 9 months of Risk Commencement 
Date. 

• There is no claim for pregnancy/childbirth related conditions for less than 90 days 
after the end of the pregnancy. 

Income Protection for 
Pregnancy/Parental 
Leave
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Insuring homemakers
The value placed on the homemaker can be difficult to quantify, as the work is generally 
not paid. However, if the homemaker is disabled or dies, there may be a financial loss to 
the family, as paid help may be required for raising children, maintaining the house, etc. 
The homemaker may also be a co-borrower or joint guarantor on loans.

When assessing the level of cover for a homemaker, it is important to look at:

• The personal exertion income of the income-generating partner

• The total number of dependents and their ages

• The level of any cover already in force

For homemakers, total Life Cover from all sources should not exceed $1 million;

Total Critical Conditions and Progressive Care should not exceed $750,000 aged below 
50, $500,000 aged 50 and over and Total Permanent Disablement should not exceed 
$250,000. 

Income Protection (Indemnity only) and Mortgage Cover may be considered to a 
maximum of $30,000 p.a. on a 13 week wait period, occupation class 5 basis. 

Higher levels of cover may be considered if the following is provided:

• A full report from the adviser, clearly setting out household income and need for 
cover

• Independent financial verification

• Confirmation that there is an equal or greater amount of cover on the  
income-producing partner 

Insuring children
When insuring a child, a full explanation must always be provided for the reason for the 
cover.

Under New Zealand law, any insurance benefit payable on the life of a child under  
the age of 10 is limited to a refund of premiums and interest. Children over the age of 
10 are eligible for insurance under the same product range as is available for an adult. 
Generally, the sum assured for a child over the age of 10 will be limited to $250,000 
Life Cover only until the child is 16 years old, however please note these applications 
will be given individual consideration. 

Insuring Non-Income 
Earners

NOTE: Total Permanent Disablement and and Income Protection is not available 
for children, as it is covered by a definition related to employment and the ability 
to work. While Critical Conditions and Progressive Care is offered on diseases and 
events affecting adults and children, the maximum cover available for children 
under Critical Conditions and Progressive Care is $250,000 (total).
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Business Safeguard 
Facility

Medical Underwriting Financial Underwriting

• Based on 5x the sum 
assured (see Medical 
Requirements table on 
Page 9) 

• Financial requirements for base sum assured as per usual 
underwriting guidelines

When exercising a Business Safeguard option:

• Not Applicable

Financial Evidence to support the reason for the increase;

• Valuation of business to support increase in business value

• Loan agreements to support new lending or increase in existing 
lending

• Accounts or other evidence to support increase in value of key 
person

Information required at time of underwriting

• This benefit allows the client to increase their Business Life/Total Permanent 
Disablement/Critical Conditions when required, due to the client’s financial interests 
in the business, their loan, or their value to the business increases.

• Available for Business Life, Total Permanent Disablement and Critical Conditions.

• The Life Cover benefit for a life assured under this policy after the use of this facility 
cannot exceed the lesser of five times the original Life Cover benefit or $10 million.

• The Total Permanent Disablement benefit for a life assured under this policy after 
the use of this facility cannot exceed the lesser of five times the original TPD benefit 
or $5 million.

• The Critical Conditions benefit for a life assured under this policy after the use of this 
facility cannot exceed the lesser of five times the original Critical Conditions benefit 
or $2 million.

• This benefit is available to clients with a loading of less than or equal to +100%.

The method chosen to value the business, or the client must be in accordance with 
established business valuation practice for the industry. The independent qualified 
accountant or business valuer cannot be a family member, business partner, employee 
or employer of the life assured. The method of valuation and valuer must be satisfactory 
to AIA.

Future increases
• To apply for an increase in cover, the client needs to write to AIA to satisfy us that the 

value of the life assured’s financial interest is at least equal to the requested increase 
to the amount of cover.

• They must include a valuation of the business or valuation of the life assured to the 
business (as provided by an independent qualified accountant or business valuer), 
and/or evidence of the loan guarantee, and any other contractual or financial 
evidence we may request.

• They can do two increases in any twelve-month period, but it cannot be exercised 
within six months of the risk commencement date.

• Requests need to be made within three months of the relevant business event.
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We use the occupation section of the Application form to assess the risk that an 
individual occupation presents. This assists in determining not only the cost of benefits, 
but also eligibility for certain benefits.

Some of the factors to be considered are:

• The nature of the duties performed. For example, is the client working at great 
heights or with dangerous substances?

• The number of hours worked – does the clientwork excessive hours? A person 
working more than 60-hour work week is at risk of suffering work stress or burn-out 
due to the large number of hours worked than a person working fewer hours.

• Are they working full-time or part-time? Full time means working a minimum of 20 
hours per week that is spread over a minimum of three days.

• Are they intending to change occupations?

A comprehensive list of occupations are available in AIA Quote Builder. 

Occupation Classifications for Income Protection and Total Permanent Disablement

Occupation Code Description

Class 1

Professional white-collar workers who possess university qualifications, e.g. lawyers, doctors, accountants, etc. Also includes 
individuals employed by an independent employer who are executives or senior managerial white-collar workers with salary 
packages in excess of $100,000. We will also consider working directors of their own companies provided they have a structured 
salary package in excess of $100,000, their business has been established more than two years and their duties are totally 
sedentary.

Class 2
Clerical or administrative white-collar workers who do not perform any manual work or salespeople not involved with deliveries. 
It does not include workers working in or visiting non-office environments.

Class 3

Certain skilled technicians and proprietors in non-hazardous industries involved in light manual work, e.g. jewellers, computer 
technicians, café/coffee shop proprietors. Also includes supervisors of blue-collar workers, provided that no more than 10% 
of their time is spent performing light manual work. Fully qualified licensed tradespeople. Details of qualifications must be 
provided.

Class 4
Skilled or semi-skilled manual workers and heavy machinery operators who are not exposed to high-risk accidents or health 
hazards. Unskilled workers and labourers are not included in this occupation class.

Occupation Group Occupation Class

Group A Employed clients Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4

Group B Self-employed with more than three years’ experience in current business. Classes 11, 12, 13 and 14

Group C Self-employed with less than three years’ experience in current business. Classes 21, 22, 23 and 24

Other

Class 5:      Non-Income earners (e.g. housewife/househusband/student) 
IC: Individual consideration 
U: Uninsurable for benefits to age 65* 

*Individual consideration given to two-year and five-year restricted benefit products.

Occupation 
Classifications

Occupation and Risk
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Our occupation classifications are always under review, and we have updated our 
occupation classifications for drivers. 

The main change is segmentation by vehicle type/activity, rather than short haul/long 
haul which has been the standard used before. Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency has 
been the source of much of the material for this, particularly around licence classifications 
and endorsements. AIA’s occupation classes in QuoteBuilder now broadly correlate to the 
current Waka Kotahi licence classes in the table below. There is more certainty with this 
new approach which should lead to less subjectivity in assessment and assist advisers to 
select the most relevant occupation class for their client. 

Waka Kotahi Licence Classes

Driver licence class Vehicle type Vehicle weight Speed

Class 2

Rigid vehicle GLW 6001kg to 18,000kg -

Combination vehicle (that is not a tractor/trailer combination)  GCW 12,000kg or less -

Rigid vehicle (that is not a tractor) towing a light trailer CLW of rigid vehicle 18,000kg or less -

Rigid vehicle with two axles or less GLW over 18,000kg -

Tractor GLW 6001kg to 18,000kg 30km/h or less

Any vehicle covered in Class 1

Class 3
Combination vehicle GCW 12,001kg to 25,000kg -

Any vehicle covered in Classes 1 and 2

Class 4

Rigid vehicle (including a tractor) GLW over 18,000kg -

Rigid vehicle towing a light trailer GLW of rigid vehicle over 18,000kg

Vehicles covered in classes 1 and 2 (but not class 3)

Class 5
Combination vehicle GCW over 25,000kg -

Vehicles covered in classes 1, 2, 3 and 4

Class 6L and 6R

Motorcycles acceptable under the learner approved 
motorcycle scheme (LAMS)

Moped or all-terrain vehicle

Class 6
Any motorcycle

Moped or all-terrain vehicle

Occupation - Drivers

Hint A self-employed person can include:

• A sole trader

• A partnership

• Commission-only salesperson

• A contractor

• Any company in which the insured and all-family interest have a greater than  
25% shareholding

• Any trading or family trust where the insured has a beneficial interest

Define full-time versus part-time:  

Full-time: defines a person who works 20 hours or more, over at least three days per week.

Part-time: defines a person who works less than 20 hours per week, or less than three days per 
week.
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For a long time, we have not offered IP to people in the fitness industry. These occupations have 
always proved challenging to insurers for a number of reasons:  

• It has largely been a transient industry (people do not necessarily stay in it for long periods);  

• Many personal trainers try and turn their passion into a business and find out that they are not 
able to earn enough and either leave or take on other part-time work to support themselves.  

• The bar for rehabilitation is higher for personal trainers - given the (normally) required high 
level of fitness, it may be more difficult to rehab the client back to work after illness or injury.  

With these issues in mind but balancing this with the need to provide some form of cover in this 
area we have updated our guidelines to the following:

Self-employed  
• Customers who can demonstrate a 3+ year history in the industry with consistent earnings 

and consistent hours worked (no secondary occupations to support themselves)  

• Indemnity cover; or  

• Agreed value can be considered (with a minimum of three years consistent earnings)  

 –  5-year benefit to age 65  

 –  Maximum entry age 55  

 –  Occupation Class 3 

Occupation - 
Personal Trainers

Although most occupations are insurable at standard rates for life insurance, there are certain 
occupations, which are obviously hazardous and additional premium (loading)  
is required to cover the extra risk(s) incurred. A greater number of occupations will require extra 
premium and/or exclusions in respect of disability benefits.

Not all hazardous risks are physical in nature, there may be one of a number of other risks 
which may include:

• Physical risk – such as working at heights or with explosives

• Environmental risk – such as  mining, asbestos removal/exposure

• Moral risk – such as exposure to drugs, criminal activities or Sexually Transmitted Infection(s) 
(STIs)

• Sensitivity to claim – people with strict medical criteria, such as Pilots

• Trade sensitive – jobs that are subject to trade fluctuations, such asreal estate

• Health risk – such as  working excessive hours or specific medical conditions

It is important to give a full disclosure of any hazards involved in your client’s occupation as this will 
allow the underwriter to correctly assess those risks and apply terms, if required, appropriately.

Hazardous 
occupations

Special-type vehicle endorsement
If you drive a special-type vehicle on the road, you must have an F, R, T or W 
endorsement on your driver licence.

• The D endorsement is for vehicles that carry dangerous goods.

• The F endorsement is for vehicles that are forklifts.

• The R endorsement is for vehicles that run on rollers.

• The T endorsement is for vehicles that run on self-laying tracks.

• The W endorsement is for vehicles that run on wheels that aren’t forklifts, passenger 
vehicles, tractors, fire engines, trade vehicles or vehicle recover service vehicles.
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Why we take overseas residency into account 
We manufacture and price products for New Zealanders living in New Zealand. For those 
travelling overseas there are a number of risks that we would not normally need to take 
account of in New Zealand. These include issues such as war and terrorism, poor health 
status and lack of health care and high rates of violent crime. We also need to consider 
issues such as our products being used for default short term “travel insurance” cover 
or the impacts of trying to manage IP claims remotely overseas and the consequential 
problems of trying to get reliable medical intervention and information. 

We also have some regulatory responsibilities to ensure we are operating within the terms 
and conditions of our Reserve Bank insurance licence. 

We have set out below our broad approach to overseas travel in each of these areas but in 
each case, it is helpful to consider the following: 

1. Where is the customer going? 

a) For how long? 

b) Doing what? 

c) In what circumstances? 

d) Are they a foreign national returning to their country of origin? 

2. Have they already left the country? 

AIA NZ Guidance for Overseas Residents 

AIA is only licensed to provide insurance products within New Zealand. An insurer and 
adviser must comply with the regulations governing the provision of insurance products 
and advice in the country in which the advice is received, or the product is sold.   

This means AIA is unable to issue an insurance policy if an applicant is not physically in 
New Zealand. However, in some circumstances, changes can be made to a policy if the 
customer is not in New Zealand (for example if making alterations to the policy which is 
already in place). Generally, AIA will only issue cover to New Zealand citizens or permanent 
residents, though there are some limited exceptions to this stance as noted below. 

New Zealanders 
Resident Overseas  

The following table provides a summary of scenarios covering this topic: 

1.
New cover on a New Zealand citizen 
already living permanently overseas 

As the applicant is not in New Zealand, we will not write cover in this situation.

2.
New cover on a New Zealand citizen 
already living permanently overseas, but 
back in New Zealand temporarily 

If the applicant is in New Zealand, we can provide cover but this is subject to 
normal underwriting rules and any advice and underwriting and policy being 
issued to the customer while they are in New Zealand. 

3.
Increases to existing cover that was taken 
out in New Zealand prior to the insured 
moving overseas 

Contractual Increases such as Special Events Increases or Future Insurability 
Options can be made according to the policy the applicant has and in line with 
normal product and underwriting rules. 

4.
New cover on a New Zealand citizen based 
temporarily overseas for any reason 

Advice, underwriting and policy issue needs to be completed while the 
applicant is in New Zealand before departing overseas and is subject to 
normal underwriting rules. 

5.
New Zealand company wanting to insure 
a New Zealand citizen working overseas 
for them 

Advice, underwriting and policy issue needs to be completed while the 
applicant is in New Zealand before departing overseas and is subject to 
normal underwriting rules. 
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Travel Advice Levels 

Exercise normal safety and security 
precautions 

Standard Rates 

Exercise increased caution Standard Rates 

Avoid non-essential travel Refer Internal Guidelines  

Do not travel Decline  

MFAT Level Benefit Time Away General Guidance 

1 & 2 Life / Trauma   STD Rates 

1 & 2 IP / TPD <2 years STD Rates 

1 & 2 IP / TPD >2 years DEFER 

3 Life / Trauma   
$2.00 per mille (+ any applicable exclusions 
(e.g. W&T)) 

3 IP / TPD <2 years 
+50% (+ any applicable exclusions  
(e.g. W&T)) 

3 IP / TPD  >2 years  DEFER 

4 All Benefits    DEFER 

For New Zealanders travelling overseas for greater than 60 days, Private Health is 
available only to those going to Australia.  
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Non-resident underwriting rules
In most cases, the life insured must be a citizen or permanent resident of New Zealand 
and currently residing in New Zealand to qualify for any type of cover with AIA.

AIA recognises that some clients migrate to New Zealand with the intention of 
remaining in New Zealand permanently becoming citizens. Citizens of Australia, Cook 
Islands, Tokelau and Niue are considered as New Zealand citizens for all benefits in 
terms of eligibility, provided they are living full-time in New Zealand.

The following guidelines set out the current criteria required for those immigrants who 
are not yet permanent residents.

Benefit

Work Visa; Residence 
Visa; Business Visa; 
Spouse Visa  21 to 23 
months

Work Visa; Residence 
Visa; Business Visa;   
Spouse Visa 24 to 59 
months

Work Visa; Residence 
Visa; Business Visa;   
Spouse Visa > 60 months

Student Visa linked to a 
parent’s visa

Life Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion* Standard Rates Standard Rates

Accidental Death Benefit Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion* Standard Rates Standard Rates

Trauma Benefits Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion* Territorial Exclusion* Territorial Exclusion*

TPD
Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions*

Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions*

Not available

Accidental Injury Benefit (SINJ) Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion* Territorial Exclusion* Territorial Exclusion*

Indemnity; Mortgage Cover 
(115%);

Mortgage Income cover (45%)

Rent Protection

Not available
Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Not available

Income Protection Benefits (all) Not available Not available
Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Not available

Redundancy Benefit Not available
Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Territorial and Expiry of 
Work Exclusions

Not available

Health cover Not available Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion Territorial Exclusion

*The territorial clause is not applied if the customer’s country of origin is MFAT1 (MFAT1 = “Exercise normal safety and security precautions”). 

Migrants Residing in 
New Zealand

NOTE: No cover is available to customers with visas totaling less than 21 continuous months. 
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Territorial exclusion wording
It is hereby acknowledged that should a claim arise on the life of [Life Assured] 
where the event, condition, illness, accident or injury causing or contributing to the 
event, occurs at a time when the life assured is outside the territorial boundaries of 
New Zealand, Australia, the Cook Islands, Tokelau, or Niue for a continuous period of 
more than three months, then no benefit will be payable under the [Benefits] Benefit 
attached to this contract, unless the client returns to New Zealand, Australia, the 
Cook Islands, Tokelau, or Niue at the end of the three month stated period. It is further 
acknowledged that should the life assured leave New Zealand, Australia, the Cook 
Islands, Tokelau, or Niue on a permanent basis, then this policy shall be cancelled and 
no benefit will be payable from that date onwards.

This exclusion automatically ceases to apply from the date that the life assured gains 
Permanent Residency or Citizenship status in New Zealand.

Expiry of Work Visa exclusion wording
It is hereby acknowledged that should a claim arise on the life of [Life Assured] where 
the applicant’s visa has either expired or not renewed, then no benefit will be payable 
under the [Offered Benefit] Benefit attached to this contract.

This exclusion automatically ceases to apply from the date that the life assured gains 
Permanent Residency or Citizenship status in New Zealand.

Additional requirements 
• For Income Protection, Redundancy and Health benefits visas need to total 24 

consecutive months or more, with a minimum of six months remaining on their visa. 
Total time spent lawfully in New Zealand on all consecutive visas count towards the 
24 consecutive months.

• If the life assured has a medical condition for which further historical records are 
required, the customer can obtain their immigration medicals from Immigration New 
Zealand.

• Their web address is  
https://www.immigration.govt.nz/contact/request-personal-information-about-me

• Immigration medicals are acceptable in lieu of non-medical limits requirements 
provided these are less than 12 months old.

• Applicants with five year or more visas can apply for all Income Protection benefits.

• Clients must have a New Zealand postal address and bank account. Premiums will 
be taken from, and claims paid into a New Zealand bank account (in NZ$).

• The life assured must have a vested interest in New Zealand, i.e. property, family, 
permanent employment.

• Citizens of Australia, Cook Islands, Tokelau and Niue as well as immigrants with 
Permanent Residency visas (PR) are considered the same as New Zealand citizens.

• Children under 18 (Student Visa) and Spouse visas follow the conditions and criteria 
of the main applicant.

• Applicants who have passed the expiry date of their “Residence Visa” can legally 
remain in New Zealand. There are, however, travel limitations. If they travel outside 
the borders of New Zealand after this date, they would not be granted entry back 
into New Zealand. They would need to reapply for their visa and will be subject to the 
visa requirements at the time.

• New Zealand should be the sole country of residence for the life assured.
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Pastimes overview 
Many people enjoy participation in a wide variety of pastimes, outside of their 
occupation, some of which mean there is additional risk for the benefits we offer.

The Application asks for as much detail as possible about these pursuits to ensure we 
are offering the best terms available for these activities. We endeavor to cover as many 
pursuits and pastimes as possible, please feel free to call our underwriting team for 
possible terms. 

Provided below are example wordings for loadings and exclusions for a given pastime. 

It is important to note that when a loading is stated for a particular pastime,  
an exclusion may be requested instead.

Exclusions and loadings 
If, at the point of sale, your client elects to take an exclusion instead of a loading,  
or if an exclusion is to be automatically imposed, please have them SIGN AND DATE  
the following sample statement:

“I, [the Policy Owner], hereby accept that should death [or disability or both] of  
[life assured] occur as a direct or indirect result of participation in, or preparation for, 
[pastime] then no benefit will be payable.”

Signed

Dated 

Or, if any automatic loading will be required, and the client elects to pay for the extra 
risk, please have them SIGN AND DATE the following sample statement:

“I, [the policy-owner], hereby accept that the premium payable for the life of [life 
assured] will be loaded [loading] for [pastime].”

Signed

Dated                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                        .
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Hazardous Pursuits

           /                 /                  

X

X

           /                 /                  
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Microdosing
We are starting to receive an increase in applications where customers are disclosing 
microdosing. While not a comprehensive guide, we set out below some direction as 
to the information the underwriter is looking for in these instances to make a full 
assessment.

What is microdosing? 

Microdosing is the practice of taking very small doses (typically 1/10th to 1/20th of a 
“normal” dose) of a hallucinogenic substance for heightened focus and clarity and/or to 
manage anxiety or depression. 

Given that microdosing means much smaller doses why does it matter?  

The substances being taken (one study shows a breakdown below) are still currently 
illegal in New Zealand. Small changes such as speed of metabolism and BMI can 
impact the reaction to the drugs. With no regulation, it can be difficult to be assured of 
the “quality” of the substance.  

Percentage usage Substance

85% Psilocybin 

11% LSD 

4% Other (Mescaline, etc) 

How should we approach underwriting where someone declares that they 
microdose?  

It is not practical to defer or decline every application where there is a declaration of 
microdosing and our preference is to offer as close to standard rates as we are able, 
depending on the client profile. To achieve this, we do need to ensure that there is a 
good understanding of the client circumstances. 

What should I look for?   
• Is there an underlying condition that has required microdosing and how effective 

was the treatment? 

• Alcohol consumption - research seems to suggest that alcohol intake is reduced or 
nil in microdosers so alcohol consumption should be well within normal limits where 
the client is regularly microdosing. 

• How often does the client microdose? 

• Does the client have any convictions? (Particularly for drug crimes) 

• Have there been any negative reactions to dosage? 

• Drug use is specifically excluded under our health product as is treatment for mental 
health so there are no immediate concerns for us here. 

 

Other Underwriting 
Considerations
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Transgender and Non-Binary Customers 
Background 

The different biological and physiological characteristics of women and men mean 
there are different health risks associated with the sex a person is assigned at birth. 
These differences are accounted for in our base premium rates and therefore there are 
different base premium rates for men and women. 

AIA’s approach to base premium rates and underwriting for transgender and non-
binary customers is set out below.

KEY TERMS

Gender Sex Non-Binary Transgender Transition

“Gender” is a 
social concept, 
relating to 
a person’s 
experience of 
themselves and 
their role in 
society. 

“Sex” is a 
medical concept, 
relating to the 
reproductive 
systems within a 
physical body – 
assigned at birth.

“Non-binary” is a term used to 
describe people who do not identify 
exclusively as male or female. The 
term encompasses a variety of gender 
identities and expressions that fall 
outside of the traditional binary system 
of gender, which categorises people as 
either male or female.

Transgender is the 
umbrella term used 
to describe people 
whose gender identity 
or gender expression 
is different from the 
gender they were 
assigned at birth. 

Transition is the process of aligning 
gender expression with gender identity. 
Transition is different for everybody. 
Some will make social changes by 
changing their clothes and pronouns, 
others will choose to take hormone 
therapy to change themselves physically 
and emotionally, or choose surgery, or a 
combination.

  

AIA NZ’s Underwriting Approach 

Choosing premium rates (quoting)  

• Base premium rates vary by benefit for men and women for example: 

 – Life Insurance is cheaper for women 

 – Income Protection is cheaper for men. 

• AIA’s approach is that customers who are transitioning or wish to be identified as 
non-binary may choose to be rated according to either their sex assigned at birth 
or the gender they choose to identify as, provided all benefits are rated in the same 
way across all policies to ensure consistency. Resulting premium implications 
should be explained to customers.

• Example: if a customer’s sex assigned at birth is male and they wish to identify as 
female, the customer can choose to be rated as female (or as male), but it will be 
the same across all policies.

• While we appreciate that non-binary customers do not identify with either male or 
female genders, non-binary customers can choose either male or female. 

Approach to Underwriting 

Research shows that provided the surgical procedure is performed by an experienced 
surgeon, there is very little risk associated with gender affirmation surgery. 
Underwriting assessment of any complications after surgery need to be assessed for 
potential terms if they are ongoing, for example difficulty emptying the bladder. 

Suggested Terms Complications No Complications 

Life, IP, TPD, Trauma Rate for complications Standard Rates

Health Rate for complications Standard Rates
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COVID-19

COVID-19 has been responsible for a significant amount of change to the way we 
live and work, and how we go about our daily lives. This has also had implications for 
underwriting and claims.

Here at AIA, we have worked hard to minimise the disruption to you and your clients 
by only making changes to underwriting guidelines when necessary, and by reviewing 
them on an ongoing basis to ensure they remain fit for purpose. 

We have kept our communication on COVID-19 and its impact, simple and clear, and 
below we have highlighted a few areas that may be of value to you as you work with 
your clients. 

Businesses that have been resourceful and resilient are seeing revenue and income 
return to levels close to what they were experiencing pre-pandemic. However, there 
remain some areas of concern. 

Industry 

Some industries that have experienced significant challenges and volatility due to 
COVID-19 remain a concern, particularly with labour shortages. These include: 

• Travel/Tourism
• Hospitality 

Industries with a high dependence on international supply chain or international 
customers (where there is no replacement from local sources, e.g. Building products, 
engineering equipment, technology hardware, e-bike importation) 

Income 

• We do not include Government subsidy payments as income for benefit calculation
• Revenue remains stable  

Travel 

We have previously utilised a COVID-19 travel exclusion for those customers who have 
indicated they are travelling overseas. We have reviewed our position on this and have 
removed our COVID-19 travel exclusion for most travellers and most countries, except; 

• Those travelling for an extended period (circa >6 months) 
• Those travelling to countries that have: 

• Countries with high infection rates 
• Countries with high mortality rates 
• Countries with low vaccination rates 
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AIA Vitality is our personalised, science-backed health 
and wellbeing programme that supports you every day to 
make healthier lifestyle choices. It helps you understand 
your current state of health, provides tools to improve it 
and offers great incentives to keep you motivated on your 
journey. The life assured under any eligible AIA policy can 
take out an AIA Vitality membership.

aiavitality.co.nz

AIA customers can earn Airpoints Dollars™ for 
premiums paid on eligible insurance policies. 

aia.co.nz/airpoints

Copyright © 2023, AIA New Zealand Limited (352806). All rights reserved. 

The information contained in this document is current at the time of publication and is 

subject to change at any time. The availability of insurance cover is subject to applications 

being approved. All applications are subject to individual consideration. Special conditions, 

exclusions and premium loadings may apply

AIA House
74 Taharoto Road, 
Takapuna, 
Auckland 0622

Private Bag 92499, 
Victoria Street West, 
Auckland 1142resources.aia.co.nz

0800 768 287
Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

aia.co.nz/ART-chat
Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm

nz.art@aia.com
General and claims queries

nz.nbs@aia.com
New business queries
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Medical ONML 

				MEDICAL LIMITS																																		Breakdown of Requirements 																				 Confidential Financial Questionnaire ; 

																																																								Life						Age 9-16

				Age		Life Sum 		TPD Sum		Trauma Sum		IP Sum		Requirement		Description																						Requirement		Description																						Cover over $3mil CfQ & Financial UW

				44		$2,600,000								Medical 2		 HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs																																										 Confidential Financial Questionnaire		 ; 		Cover over $2.5 iml CFQ										Age Group		SUM		Result		Nr		1		App Form		Application form		1

				  Lump Sum Benefits: Enter the total amount of cover applied for and inforce with AIA only
  IP Personal and Business: Enter the total amount of cover applied for and inforce with AIA only																																1		Application form		Application Form																						Cots over $10 mil for Non-smokers - Remove if Smoker						Life Cover/Family Protection Benefit 		LIFE		 1 to 45		8		Med 2		3		2		Med 1		Medical 1		2

				 Confidential Financial Questionnaire ; 																																2		Medical 1		HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs																						HIV TEST						Total & Permanent Disablement (TPD)		TPD		 1 to 45								3		Med 2		Medical 2		3

				Life Cover/Family Protection Benefit 																																3		Medical 2		HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs																Trauma						Age 2-16						Critical Conditions and Progressive Care 		TC		 1 to  45								4		Med 3		Medical 3		4

						Sum Assured																														4		Medical 3		HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B																						Age 16-18/ Students						All Income Protection and Business Income Protection Benefits 		IP		All Ages								5		Med 3 Plus		Medical 3 Plus		5

				Age		$1 to $500K		$500 001 to $750K		$750 001 to $1m		$1 000 001 to $1.5m		$1 500 001 to $2.0m		$2 000 001 to $2.5m		$2 500 001 to  $2.75m		$2 750 001 to $3.0m 		$3 000 001 to $3.5m		$3 500 001 to $4.0m		$4 000 001 to $4.5m		$4 500 001 to $5.0m		$5 000 001 to $10.0m		> = $10 000 001				5		Medical 3 Plus		HealthScreen Nurse or GP Medical, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, PMAR																						Cover over $2 mil - Exceed Max														MAX		3		6		Med 4		Medical 4		6

				 1 to 45		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 5				6		Medical 4		Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR.  **Exercise ECG or Calcium Score 																						Cover over $1.5 mil - financial underwriting																		7		Med 4 Plus		Medical 4 Plus		7

				 46 to 50		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 5				7		Medical 4 Plus		Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR, PLUS PSA / Breast Exam/Mammogram. **Exercise ECG or Calcium Score, 																IP						IP indemnity over $120 kpa 																		8		Med 5		Medical 5		8

				 51 to 55		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 5				8		Medical 5		Medical by GP, Lipid Profile, HbA1c, LFTs, Creatinine, FBC, Hep B, Hep C, PMAR, COTS, HIV.  **Exercise ECG or Calcium Score 																						Age>16																		9		Med 5 NO HIV TEST		Med 5 NO HIV TEST		9

				 56 to 60		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 2		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 5																														Cover in Excess of $360 kpa Limit to 2 yrs

				61 to 65		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 5																														HIV TEST

				66+		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 5						Notes		Description																TPD						TPD>3 mil CFQ & Fnancials

				Total & Permanent Disablement (TPD)																																		Application form		Personal Statement 																						TPD>$2 mil CFQ

						Sum Assured																																HealthScreen Nurse/GP Medical		Medical can be done by either a Health Screen nurse or by a GP to determine current health.  																						Age>16

				Age		$1 to $500K		$500 001 to $750K		$750 001 to $1m		$1 000 001 to $1.5m		$1 500 001 to $2.0m		$2 000 001 to $2.5m		$2 500 001 to  $2.75m		$2 750 001 to $3.0m 		$3 000 001 to $3.5m		$3 500 001 to $4.0m		$4 000 001 to $4.5m		$4 500 001 to $5.0m										Lipids		Blood test for  cholesterol levels in the blood - specfically cholesterol, triglycerides, HDL, LDL, Chol ratio																						Occ Class Age 55+

				 1 to 45		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4										HbA1c		Blood test for glucose levels																						AGE 60

				 46 to 50		App Form		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4										Liver Function Tests (LFTs)		Blood test for liver function																						AGE 60+

				 51 to 55		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 2		Med 2		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4										Creatinine		Blood test to provide an indication of kidney function																TPD+TC						>5mil

				 56 to 60		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4										Full Blood Count (FBC)		Blood test to review blood composition

				61 to 65		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4										Exercise ECG		Exercise ECG to give an indication of heart health **  Individual Consideration can be given for this requirement please contact the underwriting team.

				66 +		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 1		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4		Med 4										Calcium Score		A scan to give an indication of heart health - contact your UW to arrange this ** Individual Consideration can be given for this requirement please contact the underwriting team.

				Critical Conditions and Progressive Care 																																		PMAR		Personal Medical Attendence Report to obtain a customers medical history

						Sum Assured																																Cotinine (COTS)		Cotinine urine test to determine smoking status - only required by non-smokers applying for over $10,000,000 Life 

				Age		$1 to $500K		$500 001 to $750K		$750 001 to $1m		$1 000 001 to $1.5m		$1 500 001 to $2.0m																								Prostate Specific Antigen test (PSA)		PSA Prostate test (male) or results from regular screening programme within 6 months

				 1 to  45		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 3		Med 4 Plus																Med 4 								Mammogram		Breast Exam or Mammogram (female), or results from regular screening programme within 6 months

				 46 to 50		App Form		App Form		App Form		Med 3 Plus		Med 4 Plus

				 51 to 55		App Form		App Form		Med 1		Med 4 Plus		Med 4 Plus																								Individual consideration for Waiving Exercise ECG or Calcium Score				Risk Factor		Score

				 56 to 60		App Form		Med 1		Med 1		Med 4 Plus		Med 4 Plus																								- No family history of Heart Disease or Stroke under the age of 60				Family History cardiac or stroke under 60		1

				 61 +		App Form		Med 1 		Med 3		Med 4 Plus		Med 4 Plus																								- Standard  Cardiometabolic risk:				Personal History

				All Income Protection and Business Income Protection Benefits 																																		-		BMI & Blood Sugar (Hba1C)		BMI > 35		1

				     		           Annual Sum Assured																																-		Lipid Profile		Hypercholesterolemia 		1

						$1 to  $96K		$96 001 to $150K		$150 001 to $180K		$180 001 to $480K		>= $480 001																								-		Blood Pressure		High blood pressure		1

				All Ages		App Form		Med 1		Med 3		Med 4		Med 4  and HIV																								- No Personal history of:				History of Chest pain (cardiac or unknown cause)		1

																																						-		Heart disease/ Chest pain (Cause unknown or cardiac in origin)		Heart Disease 		3

																																						-		Stroke, including Transcient Ischaemic Attack		Stroke/TIA		3

																																						-		Diabetes (Type I or Type II)		Diabetes		1

																																						-		Drug use and/or excessive alcohol use		More than 3 units per day		1

																																						-		Smoking		Smoker		1

																																										Outcome		TOTAL

																																										No Stress ECG/Calcium Score		0-2

																																										Stress ECG/Calcium Score required		3+
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Occ List New

												Occupation List																																																																				

		OccupationName		OccupationRiskClassCode		AIC

		Abattoir Worker (2 year)		4		4						SEARCH: 

		Abattoir Worker (5 year)		4		4

		Abattoir Worker (To Age 65)		9		4						Occupation		Occ Class		AIC Class

		Account Manager		2		2						Abattoir Worker (2 year)		4		4

		Accountant		1		1						Abattoir Worker (5 year)		4		4

		Accounting Clerk		2		2						Abattoir Worker (To Age 65)		9		4

		Accounting Manager		1		1						Account Manager		2		2

		Accounts Payable		2		2						Accountant		1		1

		Accounts Receivable		2		2						Accounting Clerk		2		2

		Acrobat		9		9						Accounting Manager		1		1

		Actor - Film		9		3						Accounts Payable		2		2

		Actor - Film Industry		9		3						Accounts Receivable		2		2

		Actor - Television		9		3						Acrobat		9		9

		Actuary		1		1						Actor - Film		9		3

		Acupuncturist		2		2						Actor - Film Industry		9		3

		Adjuster - Fire, Marine or Insurance		2		2						Actor - Television		9		3

		Admin - Building Industry		2		2						Actuary		1		1

		Admin - Freezing Works		2		2						Acupuncturist		2		2

		Admin - Hospital		2		2						Adjuster - Fire, Marine or Insurance		2		2

		Admin - Insurance Industry		2		2						Admin - Building Industry		2		2

		Admin - Logging Industry		2		2						Admin - Freezing Works		2		2

		Admin - MAF		2		2						Admin - Hospital		2		2

		Admin - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2						Admin - Insurance Industry		2		2

		Admin - Motel		2		2						Admin - Logging Industry		2		2

		Admin - Motor Car/Cycle Production		2		2						Admin - MAF		2		2

		Admin - Newspaper Industry		2		2						Admin - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2

		Admin - Nursing Home		2		2						Admin - Motel		2		2

		Admin - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry Oil Refining		2		2						Admin - Motor Car/Cycle Production		2		2

		Admin - Police (office only)		2		2						Admin - Newspaper Industry		2		2

		Admin - Railways		2		2						Admin - Nursing Home		2		2

		Admin - Restaurant		2		2						Admin - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry Oil Refining		2		2

		Admin - Saw mill		2		2						Admin - Police (office only)		2		2

		Admin - School		2		2						Admin - Railways		2		2

		Admin - Scrap Metal		2		2						Admin - Restaurant		2		2

		Admin - Shipyard		2		2						Admin - Saw mill		2		2

		Admin - Sports Centre		2		2						Admin - School		2		2

		Admin - Supermarket		2		2						Admin - Scrap Metal		2		2

		Admin - Welfare		2		2						Admin - Shipyard		2		2

		Admin - Zoo		2		2						Admin - Sports Centre		2		2

		Administration Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		2						Admin - Supermarket		2		2

		Administration Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Admin - Welfare		2		2

		Administrative Assistant		2		2						Admin - Zoo		2		2

		Admissions Clerk		2		2						Administration Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		2

		Admissions Officer (Education)		2		2						Administration Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Advertising - Other - office based		2		2						Administrative Assistant		2		2

		Advertising - Other - Physical work		9		3						Admissions Clerk		2		2

		Advertising Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Admissions Officer (Education)		2		2

		Advertising Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Advertising - Other - office based		2		2

		Advertising Specialist		1		1						Advertising - Other - Physical work		9		3

		Advisor - Insurance Industry		1		1						Advertising Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Advocate		1		1						Advertising Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Aerial Erector - 3 level or less		3		3						Advertising Specialist		1		1

		Aerial Erector more than 3 levels		9		3						Advisor - Insurance Industry		1		1

		Aerial Photographer - 0-100 hours/year		9		2						Advocate		1		1

		Aerial Photographer - 100+ hours/year		9		2						Aerial Erector - 3 level or less		3		3

		Aerial Topdressing Pilot		9		9						Aerial Erector more than 3 levels		9		3

		Aerobic Instructor		9		2						Aerial Photographer - 0-100 hours/year		9		2

		Agent - Airline Reservation/Ticket		2		2						Aerial Photographer - 100+ hours/year		9		2

		Agent - Insurance Industry		2		2						Aerial Topdressing Pilot		9		9

		Agent - Purchasing		2		2						Aerobic Instructor		9		2

		Agent - Real Estate		2		2						Agent - Airline Reservation/Ticket		2		2

		Agent - Real Estate - Principal		1		1						Agent - Insurance Industry		2		2

		Agent - Revenue		2		2						Agent - Purchasing		2		2

		Agile Coach		1		1						Agent - Real Estate		2		2

		Agricultural Consultant		1		1						Agent - Real Estate - Principal		1		1

		Agronomist - field work		3		3						Agent - Revenue		2		2

		Agronomist - lab		1		1						Agile Coach		1		1

		Air Conditioning Installer		3		3						Agricultural Consultant		1		1

		Air Crash Investigator		3		3						Agronomist - field work		3		3

		Air Force - Ground Crew		9		3						Agronomist - lab		1		1

		Air Force - Helicopters		9		9						Air Conditioning Installer		3		3

		Air Force - Instructor		9		3						Air Crash Investigator		3		3

		Air Force - Jets		9		9						Air Force - Ground Crew		9		3

		Air Force - Military Display		9		9						Air Force - Helicopters		9		9

		Air Force - Office Based		2		2						Air Force - Instructor		9		3

		Air Force - Search and Rescue		9		9						Air Force - Jets		9		9

		Air Safety Inspector - Including Accident Site Visits		3		3						Air Force - Military Display		9		9

		Air Safety Inspector - no Accident Site Visits		2		2						Air Force - Office Based		2		2

		Air Traffic Controller (2 year)		4		2						Air Force - Search and Rescue		9		9

		Air Traffic Controller (5 year)		9		2						Air Safety Inspector - Including Accident Site Visits		3		3

		Air Traffic Controller (To Age 65)		9		2						Air Safety Inspector - no Accident Site Visits		2		2

		Aircraft Refueller		4		4						Air Traffic Controller (2 year)		4		2

		Alarm, Security and Surveillance Monitor		2		2						Air Traffic Controller (5 year)		9		2

		Ambulance Driver/Attendant		3		3						Air Traffic Controller (To Age 65)		9		2

		Amusement/Recreation Attendant		9		3						Aircraft Refueller		4		4

		Anaesthesiologist		1		1						Alarm, Security and Surveillance Monitor		2		2

		Anaesthetist		1		1						Ambulance Driver/Attendant		3		3

		Analyst - Computer Industry		1		1						Amusement/Recreation Attendant		9		3

		Analyst - Management		1		1						Anaesthesiologist		1		1

		Analyst - Management Science		1		1						Anaesthetist		1		1

		Analyst - Operations Research		1		1						Analyst - Computer Industry		1		1

		Analyst - Systems		1		1						Analyst - Management		1		1

		Analyst Programmer		1		1						Analyst - Management Science		1		1

		Animal Attendant - Domestic		3		3						Analyst - Operations Research		1		1

		Animal Attendant - Other		9		9						Analyst - Systems		1		1

		Animal Breeder - Domestic		3		3						Analyst Programmer		1		1

		Animal Breeder - Other		9		9						Animal Attendant - Domestic		3		3

		Animal Trainer - Domestic		3		3						Animal Attendant - Other		9		9

		Animal Trainer - Other		9		9						Animal Breeder - Domestic		3		3

		Animator		2		2						Animal Breeder - Other		9		9

		Announcer		3		3						Animal Trainer - Domestic		3		3

		Announcer - Radio Industry (full time, salaried)		3		3						Animal Trainer - Other		9		9

		Announcer - Radio Industry (other)		9		3						Animator		2		2

		Announcer - Television (Contract or Part-time)		9		3						Announcer		3		3

		Announcer - Television (fulltime salaried)		3		3						Announcer - Radio Industry (full time, salaried)		3		3

		Antenna Erector		9		3						Announcer - Radio Industry (other)		9		3

		Anthropologist		1		1						Announcer - Television (Contract or Part-time)		9		3

		Antique Dealer		2		2						Announcer - Television (fulltime salaried)		3		3

		Antique Restorer		3		3						Antenna Erector		9		3

		Apartment Manager - No Manual Duties		2		2						Anthropologist		1		1

		Apartment Manager - Some Manual Duties		3		3						Antique Dealer		2		2

		Apiarist		3		3						Antique Restorer		3		3

		Apparel Designer		2		2						Apartment Manager - No Manual Duties		2		2

		Apparel Worker		3		3						Apartment Manager - Some Manual Duties		3		3

		Appliance Repair		3		3						Apiarist		3		3

		Application Software Consultant		1		1						Apparel Designer		2		2

		Applications Consultant		1		1						Apparel Worker		3		3

		Applications Developer (IT)		1		1						Appliance Repair		3		3

		Applications Engineer		1		1						Application Software Consultant		1		1

		Arborist		4		4						Applications Consultant		1		1

		Archaeologist - Museum Based Only		1		1						Applications Developer (IT)		1		1

		Archaeologist - Some on-site work		3		3						Applications Engineer		1		1

		Architect		1		1						Arborist		4		4

		Architectural Draughtsperson		2		2						Archaeologist - Museum Based Only		1		1

		Archive Technician		2		2						Archaeologist - Some on-site work		3		3

		Archivist		1		1						Architect		1		1

		Army - Bomb Disposal		9		9						Architectural Draughtsperson		2		2

		Army - Diving duties		9		4						Archive Technician		2		2

		Army - no special hazards		9		3						Archivist		1		1

		Army - Special Forces/SAS		9		9						Army - Bomb Disposal		9		9

		Art Dealer		2		2						Army - Diving duties		9		4

		Artist		9		3						Army - no special hazards		9		3

		Artist - Airbrush		9		3						Army - Special Forces/SAS		9		9

		Artist - Commercial		2		3						Art Dealer		2		2

		Artist - Freelance		9		3						Artist		9		3

		Artist - Graphic		2		2						Artist - Airbrush		9		3

		Artist - Salaried		9		3						Artist - Commercial		2		3

		Asphalt Layer		9		4						Artist - Freelance		9		3

		Assistant Producer (Entertainment)		2		2						Artist - Graphic		2		2

		Astronomer		1		1						Artist - Salaried		9		3

		Astrophysicist		1		1						Asphalt Layer		9		4

		Attendant - Garage		4		4						Assistant Producer (Entertainment)		2		2

		Attendant - Horse		9		9						Astronomer		1		1

		Attendant - Service Station		4		4						Astrophysicist		1		1

		Attendant - Swimming Pool		3		3						Attendant - Garage		4		4

		Attorney		1		1						Attendant - Horse		9		9

		Auctioneer - Livestock		3		3						Attendant - Service Station		4		4

		Auctioneer - Others		2		2						Attendant - Swimming Pool		3		3

		Audiologist		1		1						Attorney		1		1

		Audiologist - Speech-Language		1		1						Auctioneer - Livestock		3		3

		Auditor - Others		2		2						Auctioneer - Others		2		2

		Auditor - Qualified		1		1						Audiologist		1		1

		Auditor (Financial)		1		1						Audiologist - Speech-Language		1		1

		Author		9		2						Auditor - Others		2		2

		Auto Electrician - manual work		3		3						Auditor - Qualified		1		1

		Auto Electrician - no manual work		2		2						Auditor (Financial)		1		1

		Automated Teller (ATM) Repair		3		3						Author		9		2

		Automotive Painting		4		4						Auto Electrician - manual work		3		3

		Automotive Repair		3		3						Auto Electrician - no manual work		2		2

		Bacteriologist		1		1						Automated Teller (ATM) Repair		3		3

		Baggage Handler - Airport		4		4						Automotive Painting		4		4

		Baggage Porter		4		4						Automotive Repair		3		3

		Bagger		9		3						Bacteriologist		1		1

		Bailiff		2		2						Baggage Handler - Airport		4		4

		Baker		3		3						Baggage Porter		4		4

		Bakery Employees		4		4						Bagger		9		3

		Bandsaw Operator		4		4						Bailiff		2		2

		Bank Branch Manager		1		1						Baker		3		3

		Bank Examiner		1		1						Bakery Employees		4		4

		Bank Teller		2		2						Bandsaw Operator		4		4

		Bar Staff - Casino		4		4						Bank Branch Manager		1		1

		Bar Staff - Restaurant		4		4						Bank Examiner		1		1

		Barber		3		3						Bank Teller		2		2

		Barge Mate - Internal Waterways Only, Transport only, No Dredging		4		4						Bar Staff - Casino		4		4

		Barge Mate - Other		9		4						Bar Staff - Restaurant		4		4

		Barista		3		3						Barber		3		3

		Barrister		1		1						Barge Mate - Internal Waterways Only, Transport only, No Dredging		4		4

		Bartender		4		4						Barge Mate - Other		9		4

		Beautician		3		3						Barista		3		3

		Beauty Therapist		3		3						Barrister		1		1

		Bed and Breakfast Operator		3		3						Bartender		4		4

		Beekeeper		3		3						Beautician		3		3

		Beneficiary - Domestic Purposes		5		9						Beauty Therapist		3		3

		Beneficiary - Other		5		9						Bed and Breakfast Operator		3		3

		Beneficiary - Sickness		5		9						Beekeeper		3		3

		Beneficiary - Unemployment		5		9						Beneficiary - Domestic Purposes		5		9

		Betting Agency Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Beneficiary - Other		5		9

		Betting Agency Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Beneficiary - Sickness		5		9

		Bibliographer		1		1						Beneficiary - Unemployment		5		9

		Bicycle Dealer - Manual Duties including Repair		3		3						Betting Agency Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Bicycle Dealer - No Manual Duties		2		2						Betting Agency Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Bicycle Repairer		3		3						Bibliographer		1		1

		Bindery Worker		3		3						Bicycle Dealer - Manual Duties including Repair		3		3

		Biochemist - Hazardous Substances		3		3						Bicycle Dealer - No Manual Duties		2		2

		Biochemist - No Hazardous Substances		1		1						Bicycle Repairer		3		3

		Biologist - Laboratory Based Only		1		1						Bindery Worker		3		3

		Biologist - Some or all field work		3		3						Biochemist - Hazardous Substances		3		3

		Biomedical Engineer		1		1						Biochemist - No Hazardous Substances		1		1

		Biomedical Equipment Repair		3		3						Biologist - Laboratory Based Only		1		1

		Biotechnologist		1		1						Biologist - Some or all field work		3		3

		Blacksmith		4		4						Biomedical Engineer		1		1

		Blaster		9		9						Biomedical Equipment Repair		3		3

		Blogger/Vlogger		9		3						Biotechnologist		1		1

		Blood Bank Technologist		2		2						Blacksmith		4		4

		Blower - Glass Industry		4		4						Blaster		9		9

		Boarding House Proprietor - No Manual Duties		2		2						Blogger/Vlogger		9		3

		Boarding House Proprietor - Some Manual Duties		3		3						Blood Bank Technologist		2		2

		Boat Builder		3		3						Blower - Glass Industry		4		4

		Bobcat Operator		4		4						Boarding House Proprietor - No Manual Duties		2		2

		Bodyguard		9		9						Boarding House Proprietor - Some Manual Duties		3		3

		Boiler Operator		4		4						Boat Builder		3		3

		Boiler Tender		4		4						Bobcat Operator		4		4

		Boilermaker		4		4						Bodyguard		9		9

		Bomb Squad Personnel		9		9						Boiler Operator		4		4

		Book Seller		2		2						Boiler Tender		4		4

		Bookbinder		3		3						Boilermaker		4		4

		Bookbinding Worker		3		3						Bomb Squad Personnel		9		9

		Bookkeeper		2		2						Book Seller		2		2

		Bookmaker		9		2						Bookbinder		3		3

		Bootmaker/Repairer		3		3						Bookbinding Worker		3		3

		Botanist - Laboratory Based Only		1		1						Bookkeeper		2		2

		Botanist - Some Field Work		3		3						Bookmaker		9		2

		Bouncer		9		9						Bootmaker/Repairer		3		3

		Branch Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Botanist - Laboratory Based Only		1		1

		Branch Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Botanist - Some Field Work		3		3

		Branch Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Bouncer		9		9

		Bread carter		3		3						Branch Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Breeder - Horse		3		3						Branch Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Brewer		3		3						Branch Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Brewery Worker (2 year)		4		4						Bread carter		3		3

		Brewery Worker (5 year)		4		4						Breeder - Horse		3		3

		Brewery Worker (To Age 65)		9		4						Brewer		3		3

		Brick maker		4		4						Brewery Worker (2 year)		4		4

		Bricklayer		4		4						Brewery Worker (5 year)		4		4

		Broadcast/Sound Technician		3		3						Brewery Worker (To Age 65)		9		4

		Broker - Commodities		2		2						Brick maker		4		4

		Broker - Foreign Exchange		2		2						Bricklayer		4		4

		Broker - Fruit		3		3						Broadcast/Sound Technician		3		3

		Broker - Information		2		2						Broker - Commodities		2		2

		Broker - Insurance (other)		2		2						Broker - Foreign Exchange		2		2

		Broker - Insurance (principal)		1		1						Broker - Fruit		3		3

		Broker - Insurance Industry		2		2						Broker - Information		2		2

		Broker - Livestock		3		3						Broker - Insurance (other)		2		2

		Broker - Money		2		2						Broker - Insurance (principal)		1		1

		Broker - Securities		2		2						Broker - Insurance Industry		2		2

		Broker - Wool		3		3						Broker - Livestock		3		3

		Budget Adviser		2		2						Broker - Money		2		2

		Budget Analyst		1		1						Broker - Securities		2		2

		Builder		3		3						Broker - Wool		3		3

		Building Inspector		2		2						Budget Adviser		2		2

		Business Analyst		1		1						Budget Analyst		1		1

		Business Development Manager		1		1						Builder		3		3

		Business Services Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Building Inspector		2		2

		Business Services Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Business Analyst		1		1

		Butcher (meat works)		9		4						Business Development Manager		1		1

		Butcher (retail)		4		4						Business Services Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Butler		3		3						Business Services Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Buyer - Livestock		3		3						Butcher (meat works)		9		4

		Buyer (not wool)		3		3						Butcher (retail)		4		4

		Cabin Crew - Aircraft Industry		3		3						Butler		3		3

		Cabinetmaker		3		3						Buyer - Livestock		3		3

		Cable Equipment Technician		3		3						Buyer (not wool)		3		3

		Cable Splicer		3		3						Cabin Crew - Aircraft Industry		3		3

		Cafe Proprietor		3		3						Cabinetmaker		3		3

		Cafe Worker		3		3						Cable Equipment Technician		3		3

		Call Centre Operator		2		2						Cable Splicer		3		3

		Camera Operator - Motion Picture		9		3						Cafe Proprietor		3		3

		Camera Operator - Television (some location work)		9		3						Cafe Worker		3		3

		Camera Operator - Television (Studio only)		2		2						Call Centre Operator		2		2

		Camera Operator (Other)		9		3						Camera Operator - Motion Picture		9		3

		Camera Operator (TV Studio based only)		2		2						Camera Operator - Television (some location work)		9		3

		Camera/Photographic Repair		3		3						Camera Operator - Television (Studio only)		2		2

		Camp Counsellor		3		3						Camera Operator (Other)		9		3

		Camp Ground Manager		3		3						Camera Operator (TV Studio based only)		2		2

		Cannery Worker		9		3						Camera/Photographic Repair		3		3

		Captain - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3						Camp Counsellor		3		3

		Captain - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3						Camp Ground Manager		3		3

		Car Mechanic		3		3						Cannery Worker		9		3

		Car Salesperson		2		2						Captain - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3

		Car Washer		4		4						Captain - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3

		Car Wrecker		9		4						Car Mechanic		3		3

		Car Wrecker (proprietor)		4		4						Car Salesperson		2		2

		Caravan Park Proprietor		3		3						Car Washer		4		4

		Cardiologist		1		1						Car Wrecker		9		4

		Cardiology Technologist		2		2						Car Wrecker (proprietor)		4		4

		Cardiothoracic Surgeon		1		1						Caravan Park Proprietor		3		3

		Cardiovascular Technologist		2		2						Cardiologist		1		1

		Career Planning Counsellor		2		2						Cardiology Technologist		2		2

		Careers Counsellor Degree Qualified		1		1						Cardiothoracic Surgeon		1		1

		Careers Counsellor Not Degree qualified		2		2						Cardiovascular Technologist		2		2

		Caregiver		4		4						Career Planning Counsellor		2		2

		Caretaker		4		4						Careers Counsellor Degree Qualified		1		1

		Carpenter - Qualified		3		3						Careers Counsellor Not Degree qualified		2		2

		Carpenter - Unqualified		4		4						Caregiver		4		4

		Carpenter - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4						Caretaker		4		4

		Carpet Cleaner		4		4						Carpenter - Qualified		3		3

		Carpet Layer		4		4						Carpenter - Unqualified		4		4

		Cartographer		1		1						Carpenter - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4

		Cartoonist - Freelance		9		2						Carpet Cleaner		4		4

		Cartoonist - Salaried		2		2						Carpet Layer		4		4

		Cashier		2		2						Cartographer		1		1

		Cashier - Restaurant		2		2						Cartoonist - Freelance		9		2

		Cashier - Supermarket Staff		3		3						Cartoonist - Salaried		2		2

		Cashier - TAB		2		2						Cashier		2		2

		Catering - No food preparation		3		3						Cashier - Restaurant		2		2

		Cattery Operator		3		3						Cashier - Supermarket Staff		3		3

		Cellar Hand		4		4						Cashier - TAB		2		2

		Cement and Concrete Plant Worker		4		4						Catering - No food preparation		3		3

		Cement and Lime Worker		4		4						Cattery Operator		3		3

		Cement Mason		4		4						Cellar Hand		4		4

		Cemetery Worker		4		4						Cement and Concrete Plant Worker		4		4

		Ceramic Engineer		3		4						Cement and Lime Worker		4		4

		Chancellor - University		1		1						Cement Mason		4		4

		Chartered Accountant		1		1						Cemetery Worker		4		4

		Chauffeur		3		3						Ceramic Engineer		3		4

		Checkout Clerk		3		3						Chancellor - University		1		1

		Checkout Operator		3		3						Chartered Accountant		1		1

		Chef		3		3						Chauffeur		3		3

		Chef - Catering		3		3						Checkout Clerk		3		3

		Chef - Restaurant		3		3						Checkout Operator		3		3

		Chemical Engineer (no exposure to hazardous substances)		1		1						Chef		3		3

		Chemical Engineer (some exposure to hazardous substances)		9		3						Chef - Catering		3		3

		Chemical Equipment Operator		3		3						Chef - Restaurant		3		3

		Chemical Plant Operator - Exposure to hazardous substances		9		3						Chemical Engineer (no exposure to hazardous substances)		1		1

		Chemical Plant Operator - No exposure to hazardous substances		3		3						Chemical Engineer (some exposure to hazardous substances)		9		3

		Chemical Technician		3		3						Chemical Equipment Operator		3		3

		Chemist		1		1						Chemical Plant Operator - Exposure to hazardous substances		9		3

		Chemist - Industrial  (no exposure to hazardous substances)		1		1						Chemical Plant Operator - No exposure to hazardous substances		3		3

		Chemist - Industrial (some exposure to hazardous substances)		9		3						Chemical Technician		3		3

		Chemist / Pharmacist		1		1						Chemist		1		1

		Chief Executive		1		1						Chemist - Industrial  (no exposure to hazardous substances)		1		1

		Child		5		9						Chemist - Industrial (some exposure to hazardous substances)		9		3

		Child Abuse Worker		3		3						Chemist / Pharmacist		1		1

		Child Care Worker - Qualified		3		3						Chief Executive		1		1

		Child Care Worker - Unqualified		4		4						Child		5		9

		Child Welfare Worker		3		3						Child Abuse Worker		3		3

		Chimney Sweep		4		4						Child Care Worker - Qualified		3		3

		Chiropodist		1		1						Child Care Worker - Unqualified		4		4

		Chiropractor		1		1						Child Welfare Worker		3		3

		Chocolatier		3		3						Chimney Sweep		4		4

		Choke Setter		9		3						Chiropodist		1		1

		Choral Director		2		2						Chiropractor		1		1

		Choreographer		2		2						Chocolatier		3		3

		Cinema/Theatre Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Choke Setter		9		3

		Cinema/Theatre Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Choral Director		2		2

		Cinema/Theatre Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Choreographer		2		2

		Cinematographer - Location		9		3						Cinema/Theatre Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Cinematographer - Media (No overseas assignments)		2		2						Cinema/Theatre Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Cinematographer - Media (Some overseas assignments)		9		3						Cinema/Theatre Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Cinematographer - Studio only		2		2						Cinematographer - Location		9		3

		Circus (Wild animal trainer)		9		9						Cinematographer - Media (No overseas assignments)		2		2

		City Manager		1		1						Cinematographer - Media (Some overseas assignments)		9		3

		City Planner		1		1						Cinematographer - Studio only		2		2

		Civil Celebrant		2		2						Circus (Wild animal trainer)		9		9

		Civil Engineer		1		1						City Manager		1		1

		Civil Engineering Draftsperson		1		1						City Planner		1		1

		Civil Engineering Draughtsperson		1		1						Civil Celebrant		2		2

		Class 1		1		1						Civil Engineer		1		1

		Class 2		2		2						Civil Engineering Draftsperson		1		1

		Class 3		3		3						Civil Engineering Draughtsperson		1		1

		Class 4		4		4						Class 1		1		1

		Class 5		5		5						Class 2		2		2

		Cleaner		4		4						Class 3		3		3

		Cleaner - Theatre		4		4						Class 4		4		4

		Clergyman/woman		1		1						Class 5		5		5

		Clerical - Motor Car/Cycle Production		2		2						Cleaner		4		4

		Clerical - Supermarket		2		2						Cleaner - Theatre		4		4

		Clerk - Auditing		2		2						Clergyman/woman		1		1

		Clerk - Banking Industry		2		2						Clerical - Motor Car/Cycle Production		2		2

		Clerk - Betting		2		2						Clerical - Supermarket		2		2

		Clerk - Customs		2		2						Clerk - Auditing		2		2

		Clerk - Human Resource		2		2						Clerk - Banking Industry		2		2

		Clerk - Insurance Industry		2		2						Clerk - Betting		2		2

		Clerk - Legal/Court		2		2						Clerk - Customs		2		2

		Clerk - Logging Industry		2		2						Clerk - Human Resource		2		2

		Clerk - MAF		2		2						Clerk - Insurance Industry		2		2

		Clerk - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2						Clerk - Legal/Court		2		2

		Clerk - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry Oil Refining		2		2						Clerk - Logging Industry		2		2

		Clerk - Police (office only)		2		2						Clerk - MAF		2		2

		Clerk - Railways		2		2						Clerk - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2

		Clerk - Shipyard		2		2						Clerk - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry Oil Refining		2		2

		Clerk - Welfare		2		2						Clerk - Police (office only)		2		2

		Clerk - Zoo		2		2						Clerk - Railways		2		2

		Clerk (office work only)		2		2						Clerk - Shipyard		2		2

		Clerk/Cashier - Casino		2		2						Clerk - Welfare		2		2

		Climatologist		1		1						Clerk - Zoo		2		2

		Clinical Coder		2		2						Clerk (office work only)		2		2

		Clock Repairer		3		3						Clerk/Cashier - Casino		2		2

		Clothing Designer		2		2						Climatologist		1		1

		Cloud Architect		1		1						Clinical Coder		2		2

		Club Manager/Proprietor (Nightclub/rock venue)		9		3						Clock Repairer		3		3

		Club Manager/Proprietor (Sports/Returned Services/Business club)		2		2						Clothing Designer		2		2

		Coach - Sports Centre (full-time)		3		3						Cloud Architect		1		1

		Coach (Non-Professional)		9		4						Club Manager/Proprietor (Nightclub/rock venue)		9		3

		Coach (Professional Sports)		3		3						Club Manager/Proprietor (Sports/Returned Services/Business club)		2		2

		Coachbuilder		3		3						Coach - Sports Centre (full-time)		3		3

		Coal Miner - open cast		9		4						Coach (Non-Professional)		9		4

		Coal Miner - underground (explosives)		9		9						Coach (Professional Sports)		3		3

		Coal Miner - underground (no explosives)		9		4						Coachbuilder		3		3

		Coastguard		9		4						Coal Miner - open cast		9		4

		Coastguard - office only		2		2						Coal Miner - underground (explosives)		9		9

		Coil Winder/Taper/Finisher		4		4						Coal Miner - underground (no explosives)		9		4

		Colourist		3		3						Coastguard		9		4

		Columnist		2		2						Coastguard - office only		2		2

		Commentator		3		3						Coil Winder/Taper/Finisher		4		4

		Commercial Artist (salaried)		2		2						Colourist		3		3

		Commercial Cleaner (No heights)		4		4						Columnist		2		2

		Commercial Traveller		2		2						Commentator		3		3

		Commodities Trader		9		2						Commercial Artist (salaried)		2		2

		Communications Manager		1		1						Commercial Cleaner (No heights)		4		4

		Community Association Manager		2		2						Commercial Traveller		2		2

		Community Outreach Worker		3		3						Commodities Trader		9		2

		Community Planner		2		2						Communications Manager		1		1

		Community Support Worker		3		3						Community Association Manager		2		2

		Company Director - Salary $75k+, 0% Manual Work		1		1						Community Outreach Worker		3		3

		Company Director - Salary $75k+, 1-5% light manual work only		2		2						Community Planner		2		2

		Company Director - Salary $75k+, 5%+ light manual work only		3		3						Community Support Worker		3		3

		Company Director - Salary $75k+, some heavy manual work		4		4						Company Director - Salary $75k+, 0% Manual Work		1		1

		Company Director - Salary under $75k, 0% Manual Work		2		2						Company Director - Salary $75k+, 1-5% light manual work only		2		2

		Company Director - Salary under $75k, 1-5% light manual work only		2		2						Company Director - Salary $75k+, 5%+ light manual work only		3		3

		Company Director - Salary under $75k, 5%+ light manual work only		3		3						Company Director - Salary $75k+, some heavy manual work		4		4

		Company Director - Salary under $75k, some heavy manual work		4		4						Company Director - Salary under $75k, 0% Manual Work		2		2

		Compliance Officer		1		1						Company Director - Salary under $75k, 1-5% light manual work only		2		2

		Composer		9		2						Company Director - Salary under $75k, 5%+ light manual work only		3		3

		Compositor		2		2						Company Director - Salary under $75k, some heavy manual work		4		4

		Concierge		2		2						Compliance Officer		1		1

		Concrete Finisher		4		4						Composer		9		2

		Concrete Mason		4		4						Compositor		2		2

		Concreter		4		4						Concierge		2		2

		Conductor (Orchestra) - Other		9		3						Concrete Finisher		4		4

		Conductor (Orchestra) - Salaried		3		2						Concrete Mason		4		4

		Confectionary Maker		4		4						Concreter		4		4

		Conservation Officer - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Conductor (Orchestra) - Other		9		3

		Conservation Officer - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Conductor (Orchestra) - Salaried		3		2

		Conservation Officer - Involving light Manual Work		3		3						Confectionary Maker		4		4

		Conservation Scientist - Laboratory based only		1		1						Conservation Officer - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Conservation Scientist - some field work		3		3						Conservation Officer - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Conservation Worker		3		3						Conservation Officer - Involving light Manual Work		3		3

		Conservator (Museum)		2		2						Conservation Scientist - Laboratory based only		1		1

		Construction Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Conservation Scientist - some field work		3		3

		Construction Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Conservation Worker		3		3

		Construction Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Conservator (Museum)		2		2

		Construction Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Construction Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Consultant - Computer Industry		2		2						Construction Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Consultant - Interior Decorator		2		2						Construction Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Consultant - Management		1		1						Construction Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Consultant - Public Relations		1		1						Consultant - Computer Industry		2		2

		Consultant - Recruitment		1		1						Consultant - Interior Decorator		2		2

		Consumer Safety Inspector		3		3						Consultant - Management		1		1

		Contact centre operator		2		2						Consultant - Public Relations		1		1

		Contractor - Agricultural		4		4						Consultant - Recruitment		1		1

		Contractor - Concrete		4		4						Consumer Safety Inspector		3		3

		Contractor - Lawn mowing		4		4						Contact centre operator		2		2

		Convention Services Manager		2		2						Contractor - Agricultural		4		4

		Conveyancer		2		2						Contractor - Concrete		4		4

		Cook		3		3						Contractor - Lawn mowing		4		4

		Cook - Restaurant		3		3						Convention Services Manager		2		2

		Cook - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		4		4						Conveyancer		2		2

		Cook - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3						Cook		3		3

		Coordinator - Quality Control		2		2						Cook - Restaurant		3		3

		Copy Editor		1		1						Cook - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		4		4

		Copy Marker		2		2						Cook - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3

		Copywriter		2		2						Coordinator - Quality Control		2		2

		Coroner		1		1						Copy Editor		1		1

		Corporate Investigator		1		1						Copy Marker		2		2

		Cosmetologist		3		3						Copywriter		2		2

		Costume Designer		2		2						Coroner		1		1

		Counsellor		2		2						Corporate Investigator		1		1

		Counsellor - Employment		2		2						Cosmetologist		3		3

		Counsellor - Vocational		2		2						Costume Designer		2		2

		Counsellor - Vocational Rehabilitation		2		2						Counsellor		2		2

		Courier - Hazardous substances		9		4						Counsellor - Employment		2		2

		Courier - Not using motorbike/bicycle		4		4						Counsellor - Vocational		2		2

		Courier - using motorbike/bicycle		9		9						Counsellor - Vocational Rehabilitation		2		2

		Crane Driver		9		4						Courier - Hazardous substances		9		4

		Cray Fisher		4		4						Courier - Not using motorbike/bicycle		4		4

		Creche Manager		2		2						Courier - using motorbike/bicycle		9		9

		Credit Analyst		1		1						Crane Driver		9		4

		Credit Authorisation Officer 		1		1						Cray Fisher		4		4

		Credit Manager		1		1						Creche Manager		2		2

		Credit Recoveries Officer		2		2						Credit Analyst		1		1

		Credit Specialist		1		1						Credit Authorisation Officer 		1		1

		Crematorium Worker		4		4						Credit Manager		1		1

		Criminologist		1		1						Credit Recoveries Officer		2		2

		Critic		9		2						Credit Specialist		1		1

		Crop Duster		9		9						Crematorium Worker		4		4

		Croupier - Commercial operation		3		3						Criminologist		1		1

		Cruise Director		2		2						Critic		9		2

		Cryptographer		1		1						Crop Duster		9		9

		Curator - Art Gallery		2		2						Croupier - Commercial operation		3		3

		Curator - Museum		1		2						Cruise Director		2		2

		Customer Service - Light Manual Duties		3		3						Cryptographer		1		1

		Customer Service - No Manual Duties		2		2						Curator - Art Gallery		2		2

		Customs Agent		2		2						Curator - Museum		1		2

		Customs Officer - office only		2		2						Customer Service - Light Manual Duties		3		3

		Customs Officer - some manual duties		3		3						Customer Service - No Manual Duties		2		2

		Cutter (Apparel)		4		4						Customs Agent		2		2

		Cybersecurity Analyst		1		1						Customs Officer - office only		2		2

		Cybersecurity Consultant		1		1						Customs Officer - some manual duties		3		3

		Cybersecurity Engineer		1		1						Cutter (Apparel)		4		4

		Dairy Owner		3		3						Cybersecurity Analyst		1		1

		Dairy Processing Equipment Operator		9		3						Cybersecurity Consultant		1		1

		Dairy Product Maker		3		3						Cybersecurity Engineer		1		1

		Dairy Scientist		1		1						Dairy Owner		3		3

		Dairy Worker		4		4						Dairy Processing Equipment Operator		9		3

		Dancer		9		4						Dairy Product Maker		3		3

		Dancing Instructor		3		3						Dairy Scientist		1		1

		Data Entry Operator		2		2						Dairy Worker		4		4

		Data Processing Consultant		1		1						Dancer		9		4

		Data Scientist		1		1						Dancing Instructor		3		3

		Database Administrator		1		1						Data Entry Operator		2		2

		Database Developer		1		1						Data Processing Consultant		1		1

		Database Programmer		1		1						Data Scientist		1		1

		Dealer - Antiques		2		2						Database Administrator		1		1

		Dealer - Art		2		2						Database Developer		1		1

		Dealer - Furniture/Hardware		2		2						Database Programmer		1		1

		Dealer - Livestock		3		3						Dealer - Antiques		2		2

		Dealer - Motor Trade		2		2						Dealer - Art		2		2

		Dealer - Scrap Metal		4		4						Dealer - Furniture/Hardware		2		2

		Dean (Education)		1		1						Dealer - Livestock		3		3

		Debt Collector		9		4						Dealer - Motor Trade		2		2

		Debt Collector - office only		2		2						Dealer - Scrap Metal		4		4

		Deck Officer - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4						Dean (Education)		1		1

		Deck Officer - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		4						Debt Collector		9		4

		Deckhand - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		9		4						Debt Collector - office only		2		2

		Deckhand - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3						Deck Officer - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4

		Decorator - Building Industry		4		4						Deck Officer - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		4

		Decorator (consultant)		2		2						Deckhand - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		9		4

		Deer Culler/Shooter/Recovery - flying		9		9						Deckhand - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3

		Deer Culler/Shooter/Recovery - no flying		9		3						Decorator - Building Industry		4		4

		Delivery Person (light goods)		4		4						Decorator (consultant)		2		2

		Delivery Person (light goods) - toxic or hazardous substances		9		4						Deer Culler/Shooter/Recovery - flying		9		9

		Demographer		1		1						Deer Culler/Shooter/Recovery - no flying		9		3

		Demolition Worker		4		4						Delivery Person (light goods)		4		4

		Demolition Worker - explosives use		9		9						Delivery Person (light goods) - toxic or hazardous substances		9		4

		Dental Assistant		2		2						Demographer		1		1

		Dental Hygienist		2		2						Demolition Worker		4		4

		Dental Surgeon		1		1						Demolition Worker - explosives use		9		9

		Dental Technician		2		2						Dental Assistant		2		2

		Dentist		1		1						Dental Hygienist		2		2

		Department Head - University		1		1						Dental Surgeon		1		1

		Dependent		5		9						Dental Technician		2		2

		Deputy Principal (Education)		1		1						Dentist		1		1

		Dermatologist		1		1						Department Head - University		1		1

		Designer - Aircraft Industry		1		1						Dependent		5		9

		Designer - Furniture		2		2						Deputy Principal (Education)		1		1

		Designer - Landscape (no manual work)		2		2						Dermatologist		1		1

		Designer - Landscape (some manual work)		4		4						Designer - Aircraft Industry		1		1

		Designer - Textile		2		2						Designer - Furniture		2		2

		Desktop Publisher		2		2						Designer - Landscape (no manual work)		2		2

		Despatch Clerk		2		2						Designer - Landscape (some manual work)		4		4

		Detective - Police		9		4						Designer - Textile		2		2

		Developer - ICT		1		1						Desktop Publisher		2		2

		Diamond Cutter/Polisher/Setter		3		3						Despatch Clerk		2		2

		Die Maker		3		3						Detective - Police		9		4

		Diesel Mechanic		3		3						Developer - ICT		1		1

		Dietician		1		1						Diamond Cutter/Polisher/Setter		3		3

		Digital Marketer		1		1						Die Maker		3		3

		Director - Film Industry		9		1						Diesel Mechanic		3		3

		Director - Museum		1		1						Dietician		1		1

		Director - Radio Industry		9		3						Digital Marketer		1		1

		Director - Television Industry		9		3						Director - Film Industry		9		1

		Disk Jockey		9		3						Director - Museum		1		1

		Diver - Navy		9		3						Director - Radio Industry		9		3

		Diver (Professional) - Coastal/Docks/Harbours		9		3						Director - Television Industry		9		3

		Diver (Professional) - Oil/Natural gas		9		3						Disk Jockey		9		3

		Diver (Professional) - Pipe or Cable Laying		9		3						Diver - Navy		9		3

		Diver (Professional) - Pits/Lakes/Quarries		9		3						Diver (Professional) - Coastal/Docks/Harbours		9		3

		DOC Worker (Admin only)		2		2						Diver (Professional) - Oil/Natural gas		9		3

		DOC Worker (National Parks)		4		4						Diver (Professional) - Pipe or Cable Laying		9		3

		Docker		9		3						Diver (Professional) - Pits/Lakes/Quarries		9		3

		Doctor		1		1						DOC Worker (Admin only)		2		2

		Doctor - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3						DOC Worker (National Parks)		4		4

		Doctor - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3						Docker		9		3

		Dog Breeder		3		3						Doctor		1		1

		Dog Groomer		3		3						Doctor - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3

		Dog Handler 		9		3						Doctor - Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3

		Dog Ranger		4		4						Dog Breeder		3		3

		Doorperson		4		4						Dog Groomer		3		3

		Drain layer		4		4						Dog Handler 		9		3

		Draper		3		3						Dog Ranger		4		4

		Draughtsman/woman		2		2						Doorperson		4		4

		Draughtsperson - Aircraft Industry		2		2						Drain layer		4		4

		Dredge Operator		9		3						Draper		3		3

		Dressmaker		3		3						Draughtsman/woman		2		2

		Driller		9		3						Draughtsperson - Aircraft Industry		2		2

		Driver - Bus/Coach		3		3						Dredge Operator		9		3

		Driver - Chauffeur		3		3						Dressmaker		3		3

		Driver - Courier - Hazardous substances		9		3						Driller		9		3

		Driver - Courier - Not using motorbike		4		4						Driver - Bus/Coach		3		3

		Driver - Courier - using motorbike		9		9						Driver - Chauffeur		3		3

		Driver - Crane		9		3						Driver - Courier - Hazardous substances		9		3

		Driver - Earth-moving (bobcat or residential only)		4		4						Driver - Courier - Not using motorbike		4		4

		Driver - Earth-moving (other)		9		4						Driver - Courier - using motorbike		9		9

		Driver - Garbage Collection		4		4						Driver - Crane		9		3

		Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Long Distance - hazardous substances		9		4						Driver - Earth-moving (bobcat or residential only)		4		4

		Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Long Distance - non hazardous substances		9		4						Driver - Earth-moving (other)		9		4

		Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Short Distance - hazardous substances		9		4						Driver - Garbage Collection		4		4

		Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Short Distance - non hazardous substances		4		4						Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Long Distance - hazardous substances		9		4

		Driver - Railways		3		3						Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Long Distance - non hazardous substances		9		4

		Driving Instructor		3		3						Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Short Distance - hazardous substances		9		4

		Dry Cleaner - Attendant		2		2						Driver - Heavy Goods incl. Timber - Short Distance - non hazardous substances		4		4

		Dry Cleaner - Counter Duty		2		2						Driver - Railways		3		3

		Dry Cleaner - Others		4		4						Driving Instructor		3		3

		Dyer		3		3						Dry Cleaner - Attendant		2		2

		Early childhood teacher		2		2						Dry Cleaner - Counter Duty		2		2

		Earth-moving Contractor (management only, no manual work)		2		2						Dry Cleaner - Others		4		4

		Earth-moving Contractor (other)		9		4						Dyer		3		3

		Ecologist - Laboratory based only		1		1						Early childhood teacher		2		2

		Ecologist - some field work		3		3						Earth-moving Contractor (management only, no manual work)		2		2

		Economist		1		1						Earth-moving Contractor (other)		9		4

		Editor		1		1						Ecologist - Laboratory based only		1		1

		Editor - Film Industry		2		2						Ecologist - some field work		3		3

		Editor - Newspaper Industry		1		1						Economist		1		1

		Editorial Assistant		2		2						Editor		1		1

		Editorial Writer		2		2						Editor - Film Industry		2		2

		Education Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Editor - Newspaper Industry		1		1

		Education Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Editorial Assistant		2		2

		Education Reviewer		2		2						Editorial Writer		2		2

		Educational Administrator		2		2						Education Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Educational Assistant		2		2						Education Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Electorate Officer		2		2						Education Reviewer		2		2

		Electrical Engineer		3		3						Educational Administrator		2		2

		Electrical Powerline Installation/Repair		9		9						Educational Assistant		2		2

		Electrician		3		3						Electorate Officer		2		2

		Electrician - Domestic or Business - Qualified		3		3						Electrical Engineer		3		3

		Electrician - Domestic or Business - Unqualified		4		4						Electrical Powerline Installation/Repair		9		9

		Electrician - Power Lines		9		3						Electrician		3		3

		Electrician - Qualified (Building Industry)		3		3						Electrician - Domestic or Business - Qualified		3		3

		Electrician - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4						Electrician - Domestic or Business - Unqualified		4		4

		Electrician (not overhead) - Railways		4		4						Electrician - Power Lines		9		3

		Electronics Engineer		2		2						Electrician - Qualified (Building Industry)		3		3

		Electroplater		3		3						Electrician - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4

		Elevator Constructor		3		3						Electrician (not overhead) - Railways		4		4

		Embalmer		3		3						Electronics Engineer		2		2

		Emergency Dispatcher		2		2						Electroplater		3		3

		Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)		3		3						Elevator Constructor		3		3

		Emergncy Medicine Specialist 		1		1						Embalmer		3		3

		Endocrinologist		1		1						Emergency Dispatcher		2		2

		Engineer -  Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		4		4						Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)		3		3

		Engineer -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		4						Emergncy Medicine Specialist 		1		1

		Engineer - Aeronautical		1		1						Endocrinologist		1		1

		Engineer - Aerospace		1		1						Engineer -  Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		4		4

		Engineer - Agricultural (Consulting only)		2		2						Engineer -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		4

		Engineer - Air Conditioning		3		3						Engineer - Aeronautical		1		1

		Engineer - Aircraft		1		1						Engineer - Aerospace		1		1

		Engineer - Audio Control		1		1						Engineer - Agricultural (Consulting only)		2		2

		Engineer - Avionics Systems		1		1						Engineer - Air Conditioning		3		3

		Engineer - Computer Industry		1		1						Engineer - Aircraft		1		1

		Engineer - Data		1		1						Engineer - Audio Control		1		1

		Engineer - Environmental		1		1						Engineer - Avionics Systems		1		1

		Engineer - Manufacturing		3		3						Engineer - Computer Industry		1		1

		Engineer - Marine		2		2						Engineer - Data		1		1

		Engineer - Marine - ocean going		3		3						Engineer - Environmental		1		1

		Engineer - Marine - Office and Consulting Duties		1		1						Engineer - Manufacturing		3		3

		Engineer - Mechanical		2		2						Engineer - Marine		2		2

		Engineer - Metallurgical		3		3						Engineer - Marine - ocean going		3		3

		Engineer - Mining (Not Underground)		2		2						Engineer - Marine - Office and Consulting Duties		1		1

		Engineer - Mining (Underground)		9		4						Engineer - Mechanical		2		2

		Engineer - Mining Safety		3		3						Engineer - Metallurgical		3		3

		Engineer - Network		1		1						Engineer - Mining (Not Underground)		2		2

		Engineer - Office and Consulting Duties		1		1						Engineer - Mining (Underground)		9		4

		Engineer - Others - hazardous		9		3						Engineer - Mining Safety		3		3

		Engineer - Others - non hazardous		2		2						Engineer - Network		1		1

		Engineer - Project		1		1						Engineer - Office and Consulting Duties		1		1

		Engineer - Recording		3		3						Engineer - Others - hazardous		9		3

		Engineer - Refrigeration		3		3						Engineer - Others - non hazardous		2		2

		Engineer - Systems		1		1						Engineer - Project		1		1

		Engineer - Transmission		3		3						Engineer - Recording		3		3

		Engineer - Video-Control		3		3						Engineer - Refrigeration		3		3

		Engineer - Welding (no rigs or heights)		3		3						Engineer - Systems		1		1

		Engineer - Welding (other)		4		4						Engineer - Transmission		3		3

		Engineering Technician		3		3						Engineer - Video-Control		3		3

		Engraver		3		3						Engineer - Welding (no rigs or heights)		3		3

		Entertainer - Salaried		9		4						Engineer - Welding (other)		4		4

		Entomologist		1		1						Engineering Technician		3		3

		Environmental Consultant		1		1						Engraver		3		3

		Environmental Health Officer		1		1						Entertainer - Salaried		9		4

		Environmental Scientist		1		1						Entomologist		1		1

		Epidemiologist		1		1						Environmental Consultant		1		1

		Equipment Hire Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Environmental Health Officer		1		1

		Equipment Hire Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Environmental Scientist		1		1

		Equipment Hire Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Epidemiologist		1		1

		Equipment Hire Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Equipment Hire Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Equipment Installer/Repairer Commercial		3		3						Equipment Hire Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Equipment Operator - Communications		3		3						Equipment Hire Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Erector - Steel - 3 levels or less		9		3						Equipment Hire Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Erector - Steel more than 3 levels		9		4						Equipment Installer/Repairer Commercial		3		3

		Escort		9		9						Equipment Operator - Communications		3		3

		Estimator		2		2						Erector - Steel - 3 levels or less		9		3

		Event Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Erector - Steel more than 3 levels		9		4

		Event Manager - Earning below $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		2		2						Escort		9		9

		Event Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Estimator		2		2

		Executive Assistant		2		2						Event Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Executive Secretary		2		2						Event Manager - Earning below $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Explosives Worker (any exposure)		9		9						Event Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Exporter - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Executive Assistant		2		2

		Exporter - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Executive Secretary		2		2

		Exporter - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Explosives Worker (any exposure)		9		9

		Exporter - Involving light manual work		3		3						Exporter - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Exterminator		9		3						Exporter - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Facilities Administrator		2		2						Exporter - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Facilities Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Exporter - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Facilities Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Exterminator		9		3

		Facilities Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Facilities Administrator		2		2

		Factory Employee		4		4						Facilities Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Faculty Head		1		1						Facilities Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Farmer		3		3						Facilities Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Farming - Labourer		9		4						Factory Employee		4		4

		Farming - Owner/Manager		3		3						Faculty Head		1		1

		Farrier		4		4						Farmer		3		3

		Fashion Artist		2		2						Farming - Labourer		9		4

		Fashion Designer		2		2						Farming - Owner/Manager		3		3

		Fast Food Worker		4		4						Farrier		4		4

		Fencing Contractor		4		4						Fashion Artist		2		2

		Fertility Specialist		1		1						Fashion Designer		2		2

		Fibre Optic Technician		3		3						Fast Food Worker		4		4

		Film Developer		3		3						Fencing Contractor		4		4

		Film Industry - Designer		2		2						Fertility Specialist		1		1

		Film Mounter		2		2						Fibre Optic Technician		3		3

		Financial Advisor		1		1						Film Developer		3		3

		Financial Analyst		1		1						Film Industry - Designer		2		2

		Financial Consultant		1		1						Film Mounter		2		2

		Financial Controller		1		1						Financial Advisor		1		1

		Financial Manager		1		1						Financial Analyst		1		1

		Financial Planner		1		1						Financial Consultant		1		1

		Financial Services Sales Representative		2		2						Financial Controller		1		1

		Fire Alarm Technician		3		3						Financial Manager		1		1

		Fire Sprinkler Fitter		3		3						Financial Planner		1		1

		Fireman/woman		9		9						Financial Services Sales Representative		2		2

		Fish Cleaner		9		4						Fire Alarm Technician		3		3

		Fish Cutter		9		4						Fire Sprinkler Fitter		3		3

		Fisherman/woman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		9		3						Fireman/woman		9		9

		Fisherman/woman - Outside Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3						Fish Cleaner		9		4

		Fishing Charter operator		4		4						Fish Cutter		9		4

		Fishing Guide - onshore		4		4						Fisherman/woman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		9		3

		Fishing Master - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		3		3						Fisherman/woman - Outside Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3

		Fishing Master - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		3		3						Fishing Charter operator		4		4

		Fishmonger		3		3						Fishing Guide - onshore		4		4

		Fitter - Gas Industry		3		3						Fishing Master - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		3		3

		Fitter and Turner		3		3						Fishing Master - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		3		3

		Fleet Manager		2		2						Fishmonger		3		3

		Flight Attendant		3		3						Fitter - Gas Industry		3		3

		Flight Engineer		9		3						Fitter and Turner		3		3

		Floor Coverer/Layer/Sander		4		4						Fleet Manager		2		2

		Floor Covering Installer		4		4						Flight Attendant		3		3

		Floral Designer		2		2						Flight Engineer		9		3

		Florist (shop)		2		2						Floor Coverer/Layer/Sander		4		4

		Flying Instructor		9		9						Floor Covering Installer		4		4

		Food preparation - Catering		3		3						Floral Designer		2		2

		Foreman		3		3						Florist (shop)		2		2

		Foreman - Building Industry		3		3						Flying Instructor		9		9

		Foreman/woman - Motor Car/Cycle Production		3		3						Food preparation - Catering		3		3

		Forestry - No tree felling		9		4						Foreman		3		3

		Forewoman		3		3						Foreman - Building Industry		3		3

		Forklift Operator		9		4						Foreman/woman - Motor Car/Cycle Production		3		3

		Foundry Worker		4		4						Forestry - No tree felling		9		4

		Freezing Worker 		9		4						Forewoman		3		3

		Freight Handler		4		4						Forklift Operator		9		4

		French Polisher		4		4						Foundry Worker		4		4

		Front Office Manager		2		2						Freezing Worker 		9		4

		Fruit Grower (Owner)		4		4						Freight Handler		4		4

		Fumigator		4		4						French Polisher		4		4

		Funds Manager		1		1						Front Office Manager		2		2

		Funeral Director		1		1						Fruit Grower (Owner)		4		4

		Funeral Director - Embalming		3		3						Fumigator		4		4

		Funeral Worker		3		3						Funds Manager		1		1

		Furnace Installer		3		3						Funeral Director		1		1

		Furnace Operator		9		4						Funeral Director - Embalming		3		3

		Furnace Tender		9		4						Funeral Worker		3		3

		Furniture Remover		4		4						Furnace Installer		3		3

		Furniture Upholsterer		3		3						Furnace Operator		9		4

		Furrier		3		3						Furnace Tender		9		4

		Garbage Collector		4		4						Furniture Remover		4		4

		Gardener		4		4						Furniture Upholsterer		3		3

		Gardener - Landscape		4		4						Furrier		3		3

		Gardener - Market		3		3						Garbage Collector		4		4

		Gastroenterologist		1		1						Gardener		4		4

		General Practitioner		1		1						Gardener - Landscape		4		4

		Geneticist		1		1						Gardener - Market		3		3

		Geodesist		1		1						Gastroenterologist		1		1

		Geologist - Mining Industry (not underground)		1		1						General Practitioner		1		1

		Geologist (not underground)		1		1						Geneticist		1		1

		Geologist (underground)		9		3						Geodesist		1		1

		Geophysicist		1		1						Geologist - Mining Industry (not underground)		1		1

		Geoscientist		1		1						Geologist (not underground)		1		1

		Geotechnical Engineer		1		1						Geologist (underground)		9		3

		Gib Stopper		4		4						Geophysicist		1		1

		Glass Industry - Beveller		4		4						Geoscientist		1		1

		Glazier		4		4						Geotechnical Engineer		1		1

		Glazier - Building Industry		4		4						Gib Stopper		4		4

		Glazier - Glass Industry		4		4						Glass Industry - Beveller		4		4

		Goldsmith		3		3						Glazier		4		4

		Graphic Designer		1		1						Glazier - Building Industry		4		4

		Grave Digger		4		4						Glazier - Glass Industry		4		4

		Greengrocer		3		3						Goldsmith		3		3

		Greenkeeper (Qualified)		3		3						Graphic Designer		1		1

		Greenkeeper (Unqualified)		4		4						Grave Digger		4		4

		Grocer		3		3						Greengrocer		3		3

		Grocery Clerk		2		2						Greenkeeper (Qualified)		3		3

		Groomer - Motor Trade		3		3						Greenkeeper (Unqualified)		4		4

		Groundskeeper (Qualified)		3		3						Grocer		3		3

		Groundskeeper (Unqualified)		9		4						Grocery Clerk		2		2

		Guidance Counsellor		2		2						Groomer - Motor Trade		3		3

		Guidance Counsellor - School		2		2						Groundskeeper (Qualified)		3		3

		Gunsmith		3		3						Groundskeeper (Unqualified)		9		4

		Gymnasium Instructor		3		3						Guidance Counsellor		2		2

		Gynaecologist		1		1						Guidance Counsellor - School		2		2

		Haematologist		1		1						Gunsmith		3		3

		Hair Stylist		3		3						Gymnasium Instructor		3		3

		Hairdresser		3		3						Gynaecologist		1		1

		Hardware Dealer		2		2						Haematologist		1		1

		Hardware Technician		3		3						Hair Stylist		3		3

		Harness maker		3		3						Hairdresser		3		3

		Hazardous Waste Management Specialist		9		4						Hardware Dealer		2		2

		Health and Welfare Services Managers - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Hardware Technician		3		3

		Health and Welfare Services Managers - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Harness maker		3		3

		Health and Welfare Services Managers - Involving light manual work		3		3						Hazardous Waste Management Specialist		9		4

		Health and Wwelfare Services Manager 		2		2						Health and Welfare Services Managers - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Health Educator - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Health and Welfare Services Managers - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Health Educator - Earning below $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		2		2						Health and Welfare Services Managers - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Healthcare Assistant		3		3						Health and Wwelfare Services Manager 		2		2

		Historian		1		1						Health Educator - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Hoist Operator		9		3						Health Educator - Earning below $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Home Executive		5		5						Healthcare Assistant		3		3

		Home Maker		5		5						Historian		1		1

		Homeopath		2		2						Hoist Operator		9		3

		Horticulturist - No manual work		1		1						Home Executive		5		5

		Horticulturist - Some manual work		3		3						Home Maker		5		5

		Hospitality Manager		2		2						Homeopath		2		2

		Hospitality Worker - Heavy Manual Duties		4		4						Horticulturist - No manual work		1		1

		Hospitality Worker - Light Manual Duties		3		3						Horticulturist - Some manual work		3		3

		Hospitality Worker - No Manual Duties		2		2						Hospitality Manager		2		2

		Hotel Porter		4		4						Hospitality Worker - Heavy Manual Duties		4		4

		Househusband		5		5						Hospitality Worker - Light Manual Duties		3		3

		Housekeeper		4		4						Hospitality Worker - No Manual Duties		2		2

		Housewife		5		5						Hotel Porter		4		4

		Human Resource Consultant 		2		2						Househusband		5		5

		Human Resource Manager		1		1						Housekeeper		4		4

		Hunting Guide 		9		3						Housewife		5		5

		Hydrogeologist - No Field Work		1		1						Human Resource Consultant 		2		2

		Hydrogeologist - Some Field Work		3		3						Human Resource Manager		1		1

		Hydrographers		1		1						Hunting Guide 		9		3

		Hypnotherapist		1		1						Hydrogeologist - No Field Work		1		1

		ICT Security Specialist		1		1						Hydrogeologist - Some Field Work		3		3

		ICT Support Technician		2		2						Hydrographers		1		1

		Illustrator - Freelance		9		2						Hypnotherapist		1		1

		Illustrator - Salaried		2		2						ICT Security Specialist		1		1

		Imam		1		1						ICT Support Technician		2		2

		Immigration Officer		2		2						Illustrator - Freelance		9		2

		Immunologist		1		1						Illustrator - Salaried		2		2

		Immunology Technologist		3		3						Imam		1		1

		Importer		2		2						Immigration Officer		2		2

		Industrial Designer		1		1						Immunologist		1		1

		Information Officer		2		2						Immunology Technologist		3		3

		Inspector - Air Safety (incl. Accident Site Visits)		3		3						Importer		2		2

		Inspector - Air Safety (no Accident Site Visits)		2		2						Industrial Designer		1		1

		Inspector - Beach		3		3						Information Officer		2		2

		Inspector - Boiler		3		3						Inspector - Air Safety (incl. Accident Site Visits)		3		3

		Inspector - Building		3		3						Inspector - Air Safety (no Accident Site Visits)		2		2

		Inspector - Customs		3		3						Inspector - Beach		3		3

		Inspector - Elevator		3		3						Inspector - Boiler		3		3

		Inspector - Environmental Health		2		2						Inspector - Building		3		3

		Inspector - Gas Industry		3		3						Inspector - Customs		3		3

		Inspector - Health		2		2						Inspector - Elevator		3		3

		Inspector - Health Records		2		2						Inspector - Environmental Health		2		2

		Inspector - Hull		3		3						Inspector - Gas Industry		3		3

		Inspector - Industrial Safety/Health		3		3						Inspector - Health		2		2

		Inspector - Insurance		2		2						Inspector - Health Records		2		2

		Inspector - MAF		3		3						Inspector - Hull		3		3

		Inspector - Mechanical		3		3						Inspector - Industrial Safety/Health		3		3

		Inspector - Mining Industry (not underground)		3		3						Inspector - Insurance		2		2

		Inspector - Mining Safety		3		3						Inspector - MAF		3		3

		Inspector - Motor Vehicle		3		3						Inspector - Mechanical		3		3

		Inspector - Occupational Safety/Health		3		3						Inspector - Mining Industry (not underground)		3		3

		Inspector - Plumbing		3		3						Inspector - Mining Safety		3		3

		Inspector - Postal		2		2						Inspector - Motor Vehicle		3		3

		Inspector - Quality Control		2		2						Inspector - Occupational Safety/Health		3		3

		Installer - Flooring		4		4						Inspector - Plumbing		3		3

		Installer - Insulation		4		4						Inspector - Postal		2		2

		Installer/Removal - Asbestos		9		4						Inspector - Quality Control		2		2

		Installer/Repairer - Elevator		3		3						Installer - Flooring		4		4

		Installer/Repairer - Industrial Machinery		3		3						Installer - Insulation		4		4

		Installer/Repairer - Radio		3		3						Installer/Removal - Asbestos		9		4

		Instructor - Horse riding		9		3						Installer/Repairer - Elevator		3		3

		Instrument Maker		3		3						Installer/Repairer - Industrial Machinery		3		3

		Integration Aide		2		2						Installer/Repairer - Radio		3		3

		Intelligence Officer		1		1						Instructor - Horse riding		9		3

		Interior Decorator		4		4						Instrument Maker		3		3

		Interior Designer		1		1						Integration Aide		2		2

		Internal Auditor		1		1						Intelligence Officer		1		1

		Internal Medicine Specialist		1		1						Interior Decorator		4		4

		Internet Developer		1		1						Interior Designer		1		1

		Interpreter		2		2						Internal Auditor		1		1

		Investigator - Private (Private Eye)		9		2						Internal Medicine Specialist		1		1

		Investment Analyst		1		1						Internet Developer		1		1

		Ironworker		9		3						Interpreter		2		2

		Janitor		4		4						Investigator - Private (Private Eye)		9		2

		Jeweller - Manufacturing		3		3						Investment Analyst		1		1

		Jeweller - Retail		2		2						Ironworker		9		3

		Jockey/Trotting Driver		9		9						Janitor		4		4

		Joiner		3		3						Jeweller - Manufacturing		3		3

		Journalist - Newspaper Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Jeweller - Retail		2		2

		Journalist - Newspaper Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Jockey/Trotting Driver		9		9

		Journalist (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Joiner		3		3

		Journalist (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Journalist - Newspaper Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Judge		1		1						Journalist - Newspaper Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Kennel Operator		3		3						Journalist (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Kiln Tender		4		4						Journalist (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Kiln Worker		4		4						Judge		1		1

		Kitchen Hand		4		4						Kennel Operator		3		3

		Laboratory Technician - hazardous substances		9		3						Kiln Tender		4		4

		Laboratory Technician - non hazardous substances		3		3						Kiln Worker		4		4

		Labourer, unskilled		9		4						Kitchen Hand		4		4

		Land Surveyor		1		1						Laboratory Technician - hazardous substances		9		3

		Landscape Gardener		4		4						Laboratory Technician - non hazardous substances		3		3

		Lathe Operator		4		4						Labourer, unskilled		9		4

		Laundry Attendant		4		4						Land Surveyor		1		1

		Lawn Maintenance		4		4						Landscape Gardener		4		4

		Lawn Mower		4		4						Lathe Operator		4		4

		Lawyer		1		1						Laundry Attendant		4		4

		Layout Worker (Apparel)		3		3						Lawn Maintenance		4		4

		Lecturer		1		1						Lawn Mower		4		4

		Legal Assistant		2		2						Lawyer		1		1

		Legal Executive		1		1						Layout Worker (Apparel)		3		3

		Legal Secretary		2		2						Lecturer		1		1

		Liaison Officer		2		2						Legal Assistant		2		2

		Librarian		2		2						Legal Executive		1		1

		Librarian - School		2		2						Legal Secretary		2		2

		Library Assistant		2		2						Liaison Officer		2		2

		Licensed Premises Inspector		2		2						Librarian		2		2

		Life Coach		2		2						Librarian - School		2		2

		Lifeguard		9		4						Library Assistant		2		2

		Lift Operator		9		4						Licensed Premises Inspector		2		2

		Light Technician		3		3						Life Coach		2		2

		Lighting Designer		2		2						Lifeguard		9		4

		Linesman/woman - No Overhead Work		4		4						Lift Operator		9		4

		Linesman/woman - Overhead Work		9		4						Light Technician		3		3

		Linotype Operator		3		3						Lighting Designer		2		2

		Lithographer		3		3						Linesman/woman - No Overhead Work		4		4

		Locksmith		3		3						Linesman/woman - Overhead Work		9		4

		Logistics and Distribution Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Linotype Operator		3		3

		Logistics and Distribution Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Lithographer		3		3

		Logistics and Distribution Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Locksmith		3		3

		Luggage Maker		3		3						Logistics and Distribution Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Machine Assembler		3		3						Logistics and Distribution Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Machine Operator		4		4						Logistics and Distribution Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Machinery Operator - Agricultural		4		4						Luggage Maker		3		3

		Machinery Retailer		3		3						Machine Assembler		3		3

		Machinist		4		4						Machine Operator		4		4

		Machinist - Wood		4		4						Machinery Operator - Agricultural		4		4

		Magistrate		1		1						Machinery Retailer		3		3

		Maid		4		4						Machinist		4		4

		Mail Clerk		3		3						Machinist - Wood		4		4

		Maintenance - Aircraft - flying		9		3						Magistrate		1		1

		Maintenance - Aircraft - non-flying		3		3						Maid		4		4

		Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work and flying)		9		4						Mail Clerk		3		3

		Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work no-flying)		4		4						Maintenance - Aircraft - flying		9		3

		Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work non-flying)		4		4						Maintenance - Aircraft - non-flying		3		3

		Maintenance - Airport Staff (no heavy work but flying)		9		3						Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work and flying)		9		4

		Maintenance Staff - Hospital Staff		3		3						Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work no-flying)		4		4

		Maitre d		3		3						Maintenance - Airport Staff (heavy work non-flying)		4		4

		Make-Up Artist		2		2						Maintenance - Airport Staff (no heavy work but flying)		9		3

		Management - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (not underground, some manual work)		2		2						Maintenance Staff - Hospital Staff		3		3

		Management - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (underground)		9		2						Maitre d		3		3

		Manager - Restaurant		2		2						Make-Up Artist		2		2

		Manager/Executive - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Management - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (not underground, some manual work)		2		2

		Manager/Executive - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Management - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (underground)		9		2

		Manager/Executive - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Manager - Restaurant		2		2

		Manager/Executive - Qualified tradespeople and skilled technicians involving light manual work		3		3						Manager/Executive - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Managing Director		1		1						Manager/Executive - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Manicurist		3		3						Manager/Executive - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Manual Workers - Building Industry (not listed elsewhere)		4		4						Manager/Executive - Qualified tradespeople and skilled technicians involving light manual work		3		3

		Marine Biologist - Laboratory Based only		1		1						Managing Director		1		1

		Marine Biologist - Some field work		3		3						Manicurist		3		3

		Marine Farmer		3		3						Manual Workers - Building Industry (not listed elsewhere)		4		4

		Marker (Apparel)		3		3						Marine Biologist - Laboratory Based only		1		1

		Market Research Analyst		1		1						Marine Biologist - Some field work		3		3

		Marketing Analyst		2		2						Marine Farmer		3		3

		Marketing Manager		1		1						Marker (Apparel)		3		3

		Marketing Specialist		1		1						Market Research Analyst		1		1

		Massage Therapist		4		4						Marketing Analyst		2		2

		Mathematician		1		1						Marketing Manager		1		1

		Mechanic		3		3						Marketing Specialist		1		1

		Mechanic - Agricultural Equipment		3		3						Massage Therapist		4		4

		Mechanic - Aircraft  - flying		9		3						Mathematician		1		1

		Mechanic - Aircraft  - non flying		3		3						Mechanic		3		3

		Mechanic - Boat		3		3						Mechanic - Agricultural Equipment		3		3

		Mechanic - Elevator		3		3						Mechanic - Aircraft  - flying		9		3

		Mechanic - Farm Equipment		3		3						Mechanic - Aircraft  - non flying		3		3

		Mechanic - Garage		3		3						Mechanic - Boat		3		3

		Mechanic - Gas Industry		3		3						Mechanic - Elevator		3		3

		Mechanic - Industrial Machinery		3		3						Mechanic - Farm Equipment		3		3

		Mechanic - Lawn/Garden Equipment		3		3						Mechanic - Garage		3		3

		Mechanic - manager no manual work		2		3						Mechanic - Gas Industry		3		3

		Mechanic - manual work		3		3						Mechanic - Industrial Machinery		3		3

		Mechanic  Motorcycle		3		3						Mechanic - Lawn/Garden Equipment		3		3

		Mechanic - Optical		3		3						Mechanic - manager no manual work		2		3

		Medical Laboratory Scientist		1		1						Mechanic - manual work		3		3

		Medical Microbiologist		1		1						Mechanic  Motorcycle		3		3

		Medical/Scientific Illustrator		2		2						Mechanic - Optical		3		3

		Merchandise Displayer		3		3						Medical Laboratory Scientist		1		1

		Metal Fabricator		4		4						Medical Microbiologist		1		1

		Metal Worker (molten)		9		4						Medical/Scientific Illustrator		2		2

		Metal Worker (not molten)		4		4						Merchandise Displayer		3		3

		Metallurgist - Mining Industry		1		1						Metal Fabricator		4		4

		Meteorologist		1		1						Metal Worker (molten)		9		4

		Meter Reader		3		3						Metal Worker (not molten)		4		4

		Meter Reader and Tester - Gas Industry		3		3						Metallurgist - Mining Industry		1		1

		Microbiologist		1		1						Meteorologist		1		1

		Midwife		2		2						Meter Reader		3		3

		Migration Agent		2		2						Meter Reader and Tester - Gas Industry		3		3

		Milk Vendor		3		3						Microbiologist		1		1

		Mineralogist		1		1						Midwife		2		2

		Minister		1		1						Migration Agent		2		2

		Minister of Religion		1		1						Milk Vendor		3		3

		Model		9		4						Mineralogist		1		1

		Mortgage Broker		1		1						Minister		1		1

		Mortician		3		3						Minister of Religion		1		1

		Multimedia Designer		1		1						Model		9		4

		Multimedia Developer		1		1						Mortgage Broker		1		1

		Musician - Rock		9		4						Mortician		3		3

		Musician (full-time, salaried)		3		3						Multimedia Designer		1		1

		Musician (other)		9		3						Multimedia Developer		1		1

		Musterer		4		4						Musician - Rock		9		4

		Nail Technician		3		3						Musician (full-time, salaried)		3		3

		Nanny		3		3						Musician (other)		9		3

		Naturopath		2		2						Musterer		4		4

		Navy - Bomb Disposal		9		9						Nail Technician		3		3

		Navy - Diving		9		9						Nanny		3		3

		Navy - no special hazards		9		9						Naturopath		2		2

		Network Administrator		2		2						Navy - Bomb Disposal		9		9

		Network Analyst		1		1						Navy - Diving		9		9

		Network Programmer		1		1						Navy - no special hazards		9		9

		Neurologist		1		1						Network Administrator		2		2

		News Analyst		2		2						Network Analyst		1		1

		News Correspondent (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Network Programmer		1		1

		News Correspondent (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Neurologist		1		1

		News Reader (full time, salaried)		3		3						News Analyst		2		2

		News Reader (other)		9		3						News Correspondent (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		News writer		2		2						News Correspondent (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Newsagent		2		2						News Reader (full time, salaried)		3		3

		Night Filler		4		4						News Reader (other)		9		3

		Night Watchman/woman		9		4						News writer		2		2

		Nuclear Medicine Specialist 		1		1						Newsagent		2		2

		Nurse - General		3		3						Night Filler		4		4

		Nurse - Hospital Staff		3		3						Night Watchman/woman		9		4

		Nurse - Midwife		3		3						Nuclear Medicine Specialist 		1		1

		Nurse - Psychiatric		4		4						Nurse - General		3		3

		Nursery Worker		4		4						Nurse - Hospital Staff		3		3

		Nurseryman/woman		4		4						Nurse - Midwife		3		3

		Nursing Support Worker		4		4						Nurse - Psychiatric		4		4

		Nutritionist		1		1						Nursery Worker		4		4

		Obstetrican		1		1						Nurseryman/woman		4		4

		Occupational Physician		1		1						Nursing Support Worker		4		4

		Occupational Therapist		2		2						Nutritionist		1		1

		Oceanographer - Laboratory Based Only		1		1						Obstetrican		1		1

		Oceanographer - Some field work		9		3						Occupational Physician		1		1

		Office and Supervisor Duty - Hotel		2		2						Occupational Therapist		2		2

		Office Machine Operator		2		2						Oceanographer - Laboratory Based Only		1		1

		Office Machine Repair		3		3						Oceanographer - Some field work		9		3

		Office Manager ( <  $99K)		2		2						Office and Supervisor Duty - Hotel		2		2

		Office Manager ( > $100K)		1		1						Office Machine Operator		2		2

		Office Staff - Logging Industry		2		2						Office Machine Repair		3		3

		Office Staff - MAF		2		2						Office Manager ( <  $99K)		2		2

		Office Staff - Restaurant		2		2						Office Manager ( > $100K)		1		1

		Office staff - Saw mill		2		2						Office Staff - Logging Industry		2		2

		Office Worker - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2						Office Staff - MAF		2		2

		Office worker - Motel		2		2						Office Staff - Restaurant		2		2

		Office Worker - Newspaper Industry		2		2						Office staff - Saw mill		2		2

		Office Worker - Police		2		2						Office Worker - Mining Industry (not underground)		2		2

		Office Worker - Railways		2		2						Office worker - Motel		2		2

		Office Worker - School		2		2						Office Worker - Newspaper Industry		2		2

		Office Worker - Scrap Metal		2		2						Office Worker - Police		2		2

		Office Worker - Shipyard		2		2						Office Worker - Railways		2		2

		Office Worker - Sports Centre		2		2						Office Worker - School		2		2

		Office Worker - Supermarket		2		2						Office Worker - Scrap Metal		2		2

		Office Worker - Welfare		2		2						Office Worker - Shipyard		2		2

		Office Worker - Zoo		2		2						Office Worker - Sports Centre		2		2

		Officer -  Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3						Office Worker - Supermarket		2		2

		Officer -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3						Office Worker - Welfare		2		2

		Officer - Revenue		2		2						Office Worker - Zoo		2		2

		Ola driver		4		4						Officer -  Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3

		On Board Filleter / Processor - Commercial Fishing		9		4						Officer -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		3

		Oncologist		1		1						Officer - Revenue		2		2

		Operator - Power Plant		3		3						Ola driver		4		4

		Operator - Pressing Machine (Apparel)		4		4						On Board Filleter / Processor - Commercial Fishing		9		4

		Operator - Printing Press		4		4						Oncologist		1		1

		Operator - Punching Machine Set-Up		3		3						Operator - Power Plant		3		3

		Operator - Sewage Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2						Operator - Pressing Machine (Apparel)		4		4

		Operator - Sewage Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4						Operator - Printing Press		4		4

		Operator - Sewing Machine		4		4						Operator - Punching Machine Set-Up		3		3

		Operator - Switchboard		2		2						Operator - Sewage Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2

		Operator - Telephone		2		2						Operator - Sewage Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4

		Operator - Textile Machinery		4		4						Operator - Sewing Machine		4		4

		Operator - Transmitter		2		2						Operator - Switchboard		2		2

		Operator - Wastewater Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2						Operator - Telephone		2		2

		Operator - Wastewater Treatment Plant (Some manual duties)		9		3						Operator - Textile Machinery		4		4

		Operator - Water Treatment Plant (manual duties)		9		3						Operator - Transmitter		2		2

		Operator - Water Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2						Operator - Wastewater Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2

		Operator - Wood Machine		4		4						Operator - Wastewater Treatment Plant (Some manual duties)		9		3

		Ophthalmologist		1		1						Operator - Water Treatment Plant (manual duties)		9		3

		Optician		1		1						Operator - Water Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2

		Optometrist		1		1						Operator - Wood Machine		4		4

		Orchardist		4		4						Ophthalmologist		1		1

		Orthodontist		1		1						Optician		1		1

		Orthotist		1		1						Optometrist		1		1

		Osteopath		2		2						Orchardist		4		4

		Otolaryngologist		1		1						Orthodontist		1		1

		Owner - Orchard		4		4						Orthotist		1		1

		Owner - Restaurant		2		2						Osteopath		2		2

		Owner/Dealer/Manager - Motor Trade		2		2						Otolaryngologist		1		1

		Packer		4		4						Owner - Orchard		4		4

		Paediatrician		1		1						Owner - Restaurant		2		2

		Paint Stripper		4		4						Owner/Dealer/Manager - Motor Trade		2		2

		Painter		4		4						Packer		4		4

		Painter - Building Industry		4		4						Paediatrician		1		1

		Painter (Artist)		9		4						Paint Stripper		4		4

		Painter (Automotive)		4		4						Painter		4		4

		Painter (Interior/Exterior)		4		4						Painter - Building Industry		4		4

		Palaeontologist - Laboratory based only		1		1						Painter (Artist)		9		4

		Palaeontologist - Some field work		3		3						Painter (Automotive)		4		4

		Panel Beater		3		3						Painter (Interior/Exterior)		4		4

		Panel beater - no manual work		2		2						Palaeontologist - Laboratory based only		1		1

		Paper Hanger		4		4						Palaeontologist - Some field work		3		3

		Paramedic		3		3						Panel Beater		3		3

		Park Ranger		3		3						Panel beater - no manual work		2		2

		Parking Building Attendant		4		4						Paper Hanger		4		4

		Parking Lot Attendant		4		4						Paramedic		3		3

		Parole Officer		3		3						Park Ranger		3		3

		Pastor		1		1						Parking Building Attendant		4		4

		Pastry Cook		3		3						Parking Lot Attendant		4		4

		Pathologist		1		1						Parole Officer		3		3

		Pathologist - Speech-Language		1		1						Pastor		1		1

		Pattern Maker		3		3						Pastry Cook		3		3

		Patternmaker (Apparel)		3		3						Pathologist		1		1

		Pawnbroker		3		3						Pathologist - Speech-Language		1		1

		Payroll Clerk		2		2						Pattern Maker		3		3

		Payroll Guards (2 year)		4		4						Patternmaker (Apparel)		3		3

		Payroll Guards (5 year)		4		4						Pawnbroker		3		3

		Payroll Guards (To Age 65)		9		4						Payroll Clerk		2		2

		Payroll Supervisor		2		2						Payroll Guards (2 year)		4		4

		Pedicurist		3		3						Payroll Guards (5 year)		4		4

		Personal Assistant		2		3						Payroll Guards (To Age 65)		9		4

		Personal Care Worker		4		4						Payroll Supervisor		2		2

		Personal Trainer		9		3						Pedicurist		3		3

		Personnel Consultant		1		1						Personal Assistant		2		3

		Pest Controller		4		4						Personal Care Worker		4		4

		Pest Exterminator		4		4						Personal Trainer		9		3

		Pet Groomer		3		3						Personnel Consultant		1		1

		Petrologist		1		1						Pest Controller		4		4

		Pharmaceutical Technician		2		2						Pest Exterminator		4		4

		Pharmacist		1		1						Pet Groomer		3		3

		Pharmacy Assistant		2		2						Petrologist		1		1

		Phlebotomist		3		3						Pharmaceutical Technician		2		2

		Photo-Engraver		3		3						Pharmacist		1		1

		Photogrammetrist		3		3						Pharmacy Assistant		2		2

		Photographer - Location		9		3						Phlebotomist		3		3

		Photographer - Newspaper Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Photo-Engraver		3		3

		Photographer - Newspaper Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		3						Photogrammetrist		3		3

		Photographer - Studio Only		2		2						Photographer - Location		9		3

		Photographic Process Worker		3		3						Photographer - Newspaper Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Photographic Retouching/Spotting		2		2						Photographer - Newspaper Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		3

		Photojournalist - No overseas assignments		2		3						Photographer - Studio Only		2		2

		Photojournalist - Some overseas assignments		9		3						Photographic Process Worker		3		3

		Physical Therapist		1		1						Photographic Retouching/Spotting		2		2

		Physician		1		1						Photojournalist - No overseas assignments		2		3

		Physician Assistant		2		2						Photojournalist - Some overseas assignments		9		3

		Physicist - Consulting		1		1						Physical Therapist		1		1

		Physiologist		1		1						Physician		1		1

		Physiotherapist		1		1						Physician Assistant		2		2

		Piano Tuner		2		2						Physicist - Consulting		1		1

		Piano Tuning/Repair		2		2						Physiologist		1		1

		Picture Framer		3		3						Physiotherapist		1		1

		Pilot - Airline		9		3						Piano Tuner		2		2

		Pilot - Aviation		9		3						Piano Tuning/Repair		2		2

		Pilot - Commercial Aircraft		9		3						Picture Framer		3		3

		Pilot - Harbour		4		3						Pilot - Airline		9		3

		Pilot - Helicopter		9		3						Pilot - Aviation		9		3

		Pilot - Merchant Marine		3		3						Pilot - Commercial Aircraft		9		3

		Pilot - Passenger Aircraft		9		3						Pilot - Harbour		4		3

		Pilot - Shipping		4		3						Pilot - Helicopter		9		3

		Pipe layer		4		4						Pilot - Merchant Marine		3		3

		Pipefitter		4		4						Pilot - Passenger Aircraft		9		3

		Pipeline worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (not underground)		4		4						Pilot - Shipping		4		3

		Pipeline worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (underground)		9		4						Pipe layer		4		4

		Pipeline Worker (surface, skilled)		4		4						Pipefitter		4		4

		Pipe-Organ Repair/Tuning		2		2						Pipeline worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (not underground)		4		4

		Planner - Urban/Regional		1		1						Pipeline worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (underground)		9		4

		Plasterer		4		4						Pipeline Worker (surface, skilled)		4		4

		Plastic Surgeon		1		1						Pipe-Organ Repair/Tuning		2		2

		Plastics-Working Machine Operator/Tender		4		4						Planner - Urban/Regional		1		1

		Platemaker (Printing)		3		3						Plasterer		4		4

		Plating/Coating Machine Operator		4		4						Plastic Surgeon		1		1

		Plumber - Qualified		3		3						Plastics-Working Machine Operator/Tender		4		4

		Plumber - Qualified (Building Industry)		3		3						Platemaker (Printing)		3		3

		Plumber - Unqualified		4		4						Plating/Coating Machine Operator		4		4

		Plumber - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4						Plumber - Qualified		3		3

		Podiatrist		1		1						Plumber - Qualified (Building Industry)		3		3

		Police		9		3						Plumber - Unqualified		4		4

		Police - armed offenders squad		9		3						Plumber - Unqualified (Building Industry)		4		4

		Police Commissioner		9		2						Podiatrist		1		1

		Policeman / Policewoman		9		3						Police		9		3

		Policy Adviser		1		1						Police - armed offenders squad		9		3

		Policy Analyst		2		2						Police Commissioner		9		2

		Polisher - Glass Industry		4		4						Policeman / Policewoman		9		3

		Polisher - Metal Industry		4		4						Policy Adviser		1		1

		Pool Attendant		3		3						Policy Analyst		2		2

		Porter		4		4						Polisher - Glass Industry		4		4

		Porters - Hospital		4		4						Polisher - Metal Industry		4		4

		Postal Clerk		2		2						Pool Attendant		3		3

		Postie		3		3						Porter		4		4

		Postman/woman		3		3						Porters - Hospital		4		4

		Practice Manager		2		2						Postal Clerk		2		2

		Preacher		9		2						Postie		3		3

		Precision Assembler		3		3						Postman/woman		3		3

		Presser (Apparel)		3		3						Practice Manager		2		2

		Priest		1		1						Preacher		9		2

		Principal - Real Estate		1		1						Precision Assembler		3		3

		Principal - Restaurant		2		2						Presser (Apparel)		3		3

		Principal - School		1		1						Priest		1		1

		Principal Broker - Insurance Industry		1		1						Principal - Real Estate		1		1

		Print Developer (Photographic)		3		3						Principal - Restaurant		2		2

		Printmaker		3		3						Principal - School		1		1

		Prison Administrator		2		2						Principal Broker - Insurance Industry		1		1

		Prison Guard		9		4						Print Developer (Photographic)		3		3

		Prison Warden		9		4						Printmaker		3		3

		Probation Officer		2		2						Prison Administrator		2		2

		Process Worker - Exposure to hazardous substances		9		3						Prison Guard		9		4

		Process Worker - No exposure to hazardous substances		4		4						Prison Warden		9		4

		Procurement Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Probation Officer		2		2

		Procurement Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Process Worker - Exposure to hazardous substances		9		3

		Procurement Specialist		1		1						Process Worker - No exposure to hazardous substances		4		4

		Producer - Film Industry		9		3						Procurement Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Producer - Radio Industry		3		3						Procurement Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Producer - Television Industry		3		3						Procurement Specialist		1		1

		Producer (Entertainment)		9		3						Producer - Film Industry		9		3

		Product Owner (Office Based)		1		1						Producer - Radio Industry		3		3

		Product Promoter		3		3						Producer - Television Industry		3		3

		Product Tester - Hazardous materials		9		9						Producer (Entertainment)		9		3

		Product Tester - ICT Industry		1		3						Product Owner (Office Based)		1		1

		Product Tester - Non-Hazardous materials		3		3						Product Promoter		3		3

		Production Engineer		1		1						Product Tester - Hazardous materials		9		9

		Professional Athlete		9		9						Product Tester - ICT Industry		1		3

		Professional Entertainer		9		2						Product Tester - Non-Hazardous materials		3		3

		Professional Sportsperson		9		9						Production Engineer		1		1

		Professor		1		1						Professional Athlete		9		9

		Professor - University		1		1						Professional Entertainer		9		2

		Programmer - Computer Industry		1		1						Professional Sportsperson		9		9

		Programmer - ICT		1		1						Professor		1		1

		Project Administrator		2		2						Professor - University		1		1

		Project Manager		1		1						Programmer - Computer Industry		1		1

		Projectionist - Film Industry		2		2						Programmer - ICT		1		1

		Projectionist - Motion Picture		2		2						Project Administrator		2		2

		Projectionist - Theatre		2		2						Project Manager		1		1

		Proof Reader		2		2						Projectionist - Film Industry		2		2

		Property Manager		2		2						Projectionist - Motion Picture		2		2

		Proprietor - Hotel		2		2						Projectionist - Theatre		2		2

		Proprietor - Motel		2		2						Proof Reader		2		2

		Proprietor - Rest Home		2		2						Property Manager		2		2

		Proprietor - Spray painter (no manual)		2		2						Proprietor - Hotel		2		2

		Proprietor - Takeaways		4		4						Proprietor - Motel		2		2

		Prosthetist		1		1						Proprietor - Rest Home		2		2

		Pruner (Landscaping)		4		4						Proprietor - Spray painter (no manual)		2		2

		Psychiatric Aide		9		4						Proprietor - Takeaways		4		4

		Psychiatrist		1		1						Prosthetist		1		1

		Psychologist		1		1						Pruner (Landscaping)		4		4

		Public Notary		1		1						Psychiatric Aide		9		4

		Public Relations Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Psychiatrist		1		1

		Public Relations Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Psychologist		1		1

		Publican		4		4						Public Notary		1		1

		Publisher		1		1						Public Relations Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Purchasing Officer		2		2						Public Relations Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Quality Assurance Officer		2		2						Publican		4		4

		Quantity Surveyor		1		1						Publisher		1		1

		Quarantine Officer		3		3						Purchasing Officer		2		2

		Quarry Worker		9		4						Quality Assurance Officer		2		2

		Rabbi		1		1						Quantity Surveyor		1		1

		Radio Operator - Airport		3		3						Quarantine Officer		3		3

		Radiographer		2		2						Quarry Worker		9		4

		Radiologist		1		1						Rabbi		1		1

		Radiopharmacist		1		1						Radio Operator - Airport		3		3

		Receptionist		2		2						Radiographer		2		2

		Records Manager		2		2						Radiologist		1		1

		Recreational Therapist		2		2						Radiopharmacist		1		1

		Recycling Worker		4		4						Receptionist		2		2

		Refractory Mason		4		4						Records Manager		2		2

		Registered Nurse		3		3						Recreational Therapist		2		2

		Registrar (Education)		1		1						Recycling Worker		4		4

		Regulatory Officer		2		2						Refractory Mason		4		4

		Rehabilitation Counsellor - Degree Qualified		1		1						Registered Nurse		3		3

		Rehabilitation Counsellor - Not Degree Qualified		2		2						Registrar (Education)		1		1

		Repairer - Home Appliances		3		3						Regulatory Officer		2		2

		Repairer - Mining Equipment		3		3						Rehabilitation Counsellor - Degree Qualified		1		1

		Repairer - Musical Instrument		2		2						Rehabilitation Counsellor - Not Degree Qualified		2		2

		Repairer - Power Tools		3		3						Repairer - Home Appliances		3		3

		Repairer - Precision Instrument		3		3						Repairer - Mining Equipment		3		3

		Repairer - Shoes		3		3						Repairer - Musical Instrument		2		2

		Repairer - Television		3		3						Repairer - Power Tools		3		3

		Repairman/woman - Elevator		3		3						Repairer - Precision Instrument		3		3

		Repairman/woman - Radio and TV Manufacturing		3		3						Repairer - Shoes		3		3

		Repairman/woman - Radio Manufacturing		3		3						Repairer - Television		3		3

		Reporter - Newspaper (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Repairman/woman - Elevator		3		3

		Reporter - Newspaper (some overseas assignments)		9		3						Repairman/woman - Radio and TV Manufacturing		3		3

		Reporter - Radio Industry - (no overseas assignments, full time salaried)		2		3						Repairman/woman - Radio Manufacturing		3		3

		Reporter - Radio Industry - (some overseas assignments and/or freelance)		9		3						Reporter - Newspaper (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Reporter - Television Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Reporter - Newspaper (some overseas assignments)		9		3

		Reporter - Television Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Reporter - Radio Industry - (no overseas assignments, full time salaried)		2		3

		Reporter - Weather (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Reporter - Radio Industry - (some overseas assignments and/or freelance)		9		3

		Reporter - Weather (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Reporter - Television Industry (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Reporter (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Reporter - Television Industry (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Reporter (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Reporter - Weather (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Reporter TV News  (no overseas assignments)		2		2						Reporter - Weather (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Reporter TV News (some overseas assignments)		9		2						Reporter (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Representative - Telemarketing		2		2						Reporter (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Rerecording Mixer		3		3						Reporter TV News  (no overseas assignments)		2		2

		Research and Development Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Reporter TV News (some overseas assignments)		9		2

		Research and Development Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Representative - Telemarketing		2		2

		Research Associate		1		1						Rerecording Mixer		3		3

		Retail Buyer		2		2						Research and Development Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Retail Supervisor		2		2						Research and Development Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Retired		9		9						Research Associate		1		1

		Reverend		1		1						Retail Buyer		2		2

		Rheumatologist		1		1						Retail Supervisor		2		2

		Rigger		9		4						Retired		9		9

		Risk Analyst		1		1						Reverend		1		1

		Risk Manager (Office)		1		1						Rheumatologist		1		1

		Robotics Engineer		1		1						Rigger		9		4

		Roofer above three levels		9		4						Risk Analyst		1		1

		Roofer below three levels		4		4						Risk Manager (Office)		1		1

		Saddle maker		3		3						Robotics Engineer		1		1

		Safe Repairer		3		3						Roofer above three levels		9		4

		Safety Inspector		2		2						Roofer below three levels		4		4

		Sail Maker		3		3						Saddle maker		3		3

		Sales - Industrial		2		2						Safe Repairer		3		3

		Sales - Liquor Trade		2		2						Safety Inspector		2		2

		Sales Assistant		2		2						Sail Maker		3		3

		Sales Manager		1		1						Sales - Industrial		2		2

		Sales Representative		2		2						Sales - Liquor Trade		2		2

		Sales Staff - Theatre		2		2						Sales Assistant		2		2

		Sales/Service - Lawnmower		3		3						Sales Manager		1		1

		Salesperson - Bikes		2		2						Sales Representative		2		2

		Salesperson - Boat		2		2						Sales Staff - Theatre		2		2

		Salesperson - Car		2		2						Sales/Service - Lawnmower		3		3

		Salesperson - Car (owner/dealer)		2		2						Salesperson - Bikes		2		2

		Salesperson - Commercial Traveller (not liquor)		2		2						Salesperson - Boat		2		2

		Salesperson - Department Store		2		2						Salesperson - Car		2		2

		Salesperson - Department Store (not liquor)		2		2						Salesperson - Car (owner/dealer)		2		2

		Salesperson - Hardware		2		2						Salesperson - Commercial Traveller (not liquor)		2		2

		Salesperson - Motor Trade		2		2						Salesperson - Department Store		2		2

		Salesperson - Representative (no deliveries)		2		2						Salesperson - Department Store (not liquor)		2		2

		Salesperson - Shop (Liquor)		2		2						Salesperson - Hardware		2		2

		Salesperson - Shop (not liquor) (heavy goods)		2		2						Salesperson - Motor Trade		2		2

		Salesperson - Shop (not liquor) (light goods)		2		2						Salesperson - Representative (no deliveries)		2		2

		Salon Assistant		3		3						Salesperson - Shop (Liquor)		2		2

		Salon Manager  - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Salesperson - Shop (not liquor) (heavy goods)		2		2

		Salon Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Salesperson - Shop (not liquor) (light goods)		2		2

		Salon Manager - Light manual work		3		3						Salon Assistant		3		3

		Sandblaster (2 year)		4		4						Salon Manager  - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Sandblaster (5 year)		4		4						Salon Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Sandblaster (To Age 65)		9		4						Salon Manager - Light manual work		3		3

		Sanitation Inspector		4		4						Sandblaster (2 year)		4		4

		Scaffolder		9		4						Sandblaster (5 year)		4		4

		Scientist - Agricultural/Food		1		1						Sandblaster (To Age 65)		9		4

		Scientist - Animal (Laboratory Based Only)		1		1						Sanitation Inspector		4		4

		Scientist - Animal (Other)		3		3						Scaffolder		9		4

		Scientist - Atmospheric		1		1						Scientist - Agricultural/Food		1		1

		Scientist - Biological		1		1						Scientist - Animal (Laboratory Based Only)		1		1

		Scientist - Forensic		1		1						Scientist - Animal (Other)		3		3

		Scientist - Forestry (Laboratory based only)		1		1						Scientist - Atmospheric		1		1

		Scientist - Forestry (some field work)		3		3						Scientist - Biological		1		1

		Scientist - hazardous substances		9		3						Scientist - Forensic		1		1

		Scientist - Information		1		1						Scientist - Forestry (Laboratory based only)		1		1

		Scientist - Mapping		1		1						Scientist - Forestry (some field work)		3		3

		Scientist - non hazardous substances		1		1						Scientist - hazardous substances		9		3

		Scientist - Political		1		1						Scientist - Information		1		1

		Scientist - Social		1		1						Scientist - Mapping		1		1

		Screen Printer		3		3						Scientist - non hazardous substances		1		1

		Scrum Master (Office Based)		2		2						Scientist - Political		1		1

		Sculptor		9		4						Scientist - Social		1		1

		Seaman / Woman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4						Screen Printer		3		3

		Seaman / Woman - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		4		4						Scrum Master (Office Based)		2		2

		Seamstress		3		3						Sculptor		9		4

		Search and Rescue staff - no diving		9		3						Seaman / Woman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4

		Search and Rescue staff - some diving		9		4						Seaman / Woman - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		4		4

		Search and rescue staff office based only		2		2						Seamstress		3		3

		Secretary		2		2						Search and Rescue staff - no diving		9		3

		Secretary - Legal		2		2						Search and Rescue staff - some diving		9		4

		Secretary - Medical		2		2						Search and rescue staff office based only		2		2

		Secretary - School		2		2						Secretary		2		2

		Secretary - Social		2		2						Secretary - Legal		2		2

		Security Guard		9		4						Secretary - Medical		2		2

		Security Officer		9		4						Secretary - School		2		2

		Security Staff - Banking Industry		9		4						Secretary - Social		2		2

		Seismologist - Laboratory based only		1		1						Security Guard		9		4

		Seismologist - some field work		3		3						Security Officer		9		4

		Senior officer - Police (office bound)		9		2						Security Staff - Banking Industry		9		4

		Senior Software Developer		1		1						Seismologist - Laboratory based only		1		1

		Service Technician - Aircraft		3		3						Seismologist - some field work		3		3

		Service Technician - Automotive		3		3						Senior officer - Police (office bound)		9		2

		Service/Repairer - Vending Machine		3		3						Senior Software Developer		1		1

		Serviceman/woman (no special hazards)		3		3						Service Technician - Aircraft		3		3

		Set Designer		2		2						Service Technician - Automotive		3		3

		Setter - Punching Machine		3		3						Service/Repairer - Vending Machine		3		3

		Sewer (Apparel)		3		3						Serviceman/woman (no special hazards)		3		3

		Sewer (Clothing)		3		3						Set Designer		2		2

		Sharemilker		3		3						Setter - Punching Machine		3		3

		Shearer		9		4						Sewer (Apparel)		3		3

		Sheet Metal Worker		4		4						Sewer (Clothing)		3		3

		Shelf Filler		4		4						Sharemilker		3		3

		Shipfitter		3		3						Shearer		9		4

		Ships Mate -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		4						Sheet Metal Worker		4		4

		Ships Mate - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3						Shelf Filler		4		4

		Shoemaker		3		3						Shipfitter		3		3

		Shopfitter		3		3						Ships Mate -  Shipping (Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone)		9		4

		Shopkeeper - Heavy Goods		3		3						Ships Mate - Shipping (NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only)		3		3

		Shopkeeper - Light Goods		3		3						Shoemaker		3		3

		Shunter - Railways		9		4						Shopfitter		3		3

		Signwriter		3		3						Shopkeeper - Heavy Goods		3		3

		Silversmith		3		3						Shopkeeper - Light Goods		3		3

		Silviculturalist		3		3						Shunter - Railways		9		4

		Singer		9		4						Signwriter		3		3

		Skilled Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (no manual)		2		2						Silversmith		3		3

		Skilled Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (some manual work)		3		3						Silviculturalist		3		3

		Slaughterman/woman		9		4						Singer		9		4

		Social Media Influencer		9		9						Skilled Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (no manual)		2		2

		Social Worker		3		3						Skilled Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (some manual work)		3		3

		Social Worker - Medical		2		2						Slaughterman/woman		9		4

		Social Worker - Psychiatric		9		4						Social Media Influencer		9		9

		Sociologist		1		1						Social Worker		3		3

		Software Architect		1		1						Social Worker - Medical		2		2

		Software Developer		1		1						Social Worker - Psychiatric		9		4

		Software Engineer		1		1						Sociologist		1		1

		Software Tester		1		1						Software Architect		1		1

		Soil Conservationist		3		3						Software Developer		1		1

		Soil Scientist		1		1						Software Engineer		1		1

		Solderer/Brazer		4		4						Software Tester		1		1

		Solicitor		1		1						Soil Conservationist		3		3

		Sonographer		2		2						Soil Scientist		1		1

		Sound Mixer		3		3						Solderer/Brazer		4		4

		Spatial Scientist		1		1						Solicitor		1		1

		Specialist - Medical Records		1		1						Sonographer		2		2

		Sports Instructor		9		4						Sound Mixer		3		3

		Spray painter		4		4						Spatial Scientist		1		1

		Sprayer/Applicator		4		4						Specialist - Medical Records		1		1

		Spray-Machine Operator		4		4						Sports Instructor		9		4

		Sprinkler fitter		3		3						Spray painter		4		4

		Statistician		1		1						Sprayer/Applicator		4		4

		Steamfitter		4		4						Spray-Machine Operator		4		4

		Steeplejack		9		4						Sprinkler fitter		3		3

		Stenographer		2		2						Statistician		1		1

		Stevedore		9		4						Steamfitter		4		4

		Steward		3		3						Steeplejack		9		4

		Stewardess		3		3						Stenographer		2		2

		Stock Handler		3		3						Stevedore		9		4

		Stockbroker		1		1						Steward		3		3

		Stonemason		3		3						Stewardess		3		3

		Store Detective		3		3						Stock Handler		3		3

		Storeman		4		4						Stockbroker		1		1

		Storeman/woman		4		4						Stonemason		3		3

		Stripper		9		3						Store Detective		3		3

		Student		5		5						Storeman		4		4

		Studio Camera Operator - Film Industry		2		2						Storeman/woman		4		4

		Stunt Man - Aviation		9		9						Stripper		9		3

		Stunt Man - Car or Motorbike work		9		9						Student		5		5

		Stunt Man - Combination		9		9						Studio Camera Operator - Film Industry		2		2

		Stunt Man - Horse Riding		9		9						Stunt Man - Aviation		9		9

		Stunt Man - Underwater or Falling		9		9						Stunt Man - Car or Motorbike work		9		9

		Supervisor - >10% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		3		3						Stunt Man - Combination		9		9

		Supervisor - 0% Manual Work		2		2						Stunt Man - Horse Riding		9		9

		Supervisor - 0-5% Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		1		1						Stunt Man - Underwater or Falling		9		9

		Supervisor - 0-5% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		2		2						Supervisor - >10% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		3		3

		Supervisor - 10%+ Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		3		3						Supervisor - 0% Manual Work		2		2

		Supervisor - 1-5% light manual work only		3		3						Supervisor - 0-5% Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		1		1

		Supervisor - 5%+ light manual work only		3		3						Supervisor - 0-5% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		2		2

		Supervisor - 6-10% Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		2		2						Supervisor - 10%+ Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		3		3

		Supervisor - 6-10% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		3		3						Supervisor - 1-5% light manual work only		3		3

		Supervisor - Motel		3		3						Supervisor - 5%+ light manual work only		3		3

		Supervisor - Printer (manual work)		3		3						Supervisor - 6-10% Manual Duties, Salary over $75,000		2		2

		Supervisor - Printer (no manual work)		2		2						Supervisor - 6-10% Manual Duties, Salary under $75,000		3		3

		Supervisor - some heavy manual work		4		4						Supervisor - Motel		3		3

		Supervisor - Warehouse (no manual duties)		2		2						Supervisor - Printer (manual work)		3		3

		Supervisor - Warehouse (Some manual duties)		4		4						Supervisor - Printer (no manual work)		2		2

		Supply and Distribution Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Supervisor - some heavy manual work		4		4

		Supply and Distribution Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Supervisor - Warehouse (no manual duties)		2		2

		Supply and Distribution Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Supervisor - Warehouse (Some manual duties)		4		4

		Surface Worker (skilled) - Mining Industry		4		4						Supply and Distribution Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Surface Worker (unskilled) - Mining Industry		9		4						Supply and Distribution Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Surgeon		1		1						Supply and Distribution Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Surgeons Assistant		2		2						Surface Worker (skilled) - Mining Industry		4		4

		Surgical Technologist		2		2						Surface Worker (unskilled) - Mining Industry		9		4

		Survey Worker		2		2						Surgeon		1		1

		Surveyor		1		1						Surgeons Assistant		2		2

		Surveyor - Marine		3		3						Surgical Technologist		2		2

		System Developer (IT)		1		1						Survey Worker		2		2

		System Engineer		1		1						Surveyor		1		1

		Systems Administrator (IT)		1		1						Surveyor - Marine		3		3

		Systems Analyst		1		1						System Developer (IT)		1		1

		Systems Architect (DP Organiser)		1		1						System Engineer		1		1

		Systems Assistant (IT)		2		2						Systems Administrator (IT)		1		1

		Systems Consultant (IT)		1		1						Systems Analyst		1		1

		Systems Coordinator (IT)		1		1						Systems Architect (DP Organiser)		1		1

		Table Operators - Casino		3		3						Systems Assistant (IT)		2		2

		Tailor		3		3						Systems Consultant (IT)		1		1

		Tanner		4		4						Systems Coordinator (IT)		1		1

		Taxi Driver		4		4						Table Operators - Casino		3		3

		Taxidermist		3		3						Tailor		3		3

		Teacher - Classroom		2		2						Tanner		4		4

		Teacher - Music		2		2						Taxi Driver		4		4

		Teacher - Principal		1		1						Taxidermist		3		3

		Teacher - School		2		2						Teacher - Classroom		2		2

		Teacher - Vocational Education		1		1						Teacher - Music		2		2

		Teachers Aide		3		3						Teacher - Principal		1		1

		Teachers Assistant		3		3						Teacher - School		2		2

		Technician - Agricultural		3		3						Teacher - Vocational Education		1		1

		Technician - Air Conditioning/Heating/Refrigeration		3		3						Teachers Aide		3		3

		Technician - Aircraft		3		3						Teachers Assistant		3		3

		Technician - Architectural		2		2						Technician - Agricultural		3		3

		Technician - Audiovisual		3		3						Technician - Air Conditioning/Heating/Refrigeration		3		3

		Technician - Biological		3		3						Technician - Aircraft		3		3

		Technician - Building		2		2						Technician - Architectural		2		2

		Technician - Cardiovascular		2		2						Technician - Audiovisual		3		3

		Technician - Clinical Laboratory		2		2						Technician - Biological		3		3

		Technician - Computer Industry		2		2						Technician - Building		2		2

		Technician - Emergency Room		3		3						Technician - Cardiovascular		2		2

		Technician - Environmental		3		3						Technician - Clinical Laboratory		2		2

		Technician - Film Industry		3		3						Technician - Computer Industry		2		2

		Technician - Film Laboratory		2		2						Technician - Emergency Room		3		3

		Technician - Laboratory Animal		3		3						Technician - Environmental		3		3

		Technician - Mechanical Engineering		3		3						Technician - Film Industry		3		3

		Technician - Medical Laboratory (hazardous substances)		9		3						Technician - Film Laboratory		2		2

		Technician - Medical Laboratory (non hazardous substances)		2		2						Technician - Laboratory Animal		3		3

		Technician - Medical Records		2		2						Technician - Mechanical Engineering		3		3

		Technician - Microbiologist		2		2						Technician - Medical Laboratory (hazardous substances)		9		3

		Technician - Museum		3		3						Technician - Medical Laboratory (non hazardous substances)		2		2

		Technician - Pharmacy		2		2						Technician - Medical Records		2		2

		Technician - Psychiatric		9		4						Technician - Microbiologist		2		2

		Technician - Radio Industry		2		2						Technician - Museum		3		3

		Technician - Science		3		3						Technician - Pharmacy		2		2

		Technician - Survey		2		2						Technician - Psychiatric		9		4

		Technician - Television Industry		2		2						Technician - Radio Industry		2		2

		Technician - Television Service		3		3						Technician - Science		3		3

		Technologist - Clinical Laboratory		2		2						Technician - Survey		2		2

		Technologist - Food		1		1						Technician - Television Industry		2		2

		Telecommunications Engineer		2		2						Technician - Television Service		3		3

		Telecommunications Technical Specialist		3		3						Technologist - Clinical Laboratory		2		2

		Telemarketer		2		2						Technologist - Food		1		1

		Telephone-Answering-Service Operator		2		2						Telecommunications Engineer		2		2

		Telephonist		2		2						Telecommunications Technical Specialist		3		3

		Teller - Banking Industry		2		2						Telemarketer		2		2

		Test Analyst		1		1						Telephone-Answering-Service Operator		2		2

		Tester - Motor Car/Cycle Production		9		4						Telephonist		2		2

		Textile Worker		4		4						Teller - Banking Industry		2		2

		Theatre Staff - Usher		2		2						Test Analyst		1		1

		Therapist - Occupational		2		2						Tester - Motor Car/Cycle Production		9		4

		Therapist - Speech		2		2						Textile Worker		4		4

		Ticket Agent (Theatre)		2		2						Theatre Staff - Usher		2		2

		Ticket Agent (Travel)		2		2						Therapist - Occupational		2		2

		Ticket Seller		2		2						Therapist - Speech		2		2

		Ticket Taker		2		2						Ticket Agent (Theatre)		2		2

		Tile Installer		4		4						Ticket Agent (Travel)		2		2

		Tile setter		4		4						Ticket Seller		2		2

		Tiler		4		4						Ticket Taker		2		2

		Timber Merchant - admin only		2		2						Tile Installer		4		4

		Timber Merchant - manual		3		3						Tile setter		4		4

		Tobacconist		2		2						Tiler		4		4

		Tool and Die Maker		3		3						Timber Merchant - admin only		2		2

		Tool Programmer		2		2						Timber Merchant - manual		3		3

		Toolmaker		3		3						Tobacconist		2		2

		Town Planner		1		1						Tool and Die Maker		3		3

		Trader - Securities		9		2						Tool Programmer		2		2

		Traffic Officer		9		3						Toolmaker		3		3

		Train Driver		3		3						Town Planner		1		1

		Trainer - Horse		9		9						Trader - Securities		9		2

		Trainer (Hairstylist)		3		3						Traffic Officer		9		3

		Translator		2		2						Train Driver		3		3

		Transport Services Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Trainer - Horse		9		9

		Transport Services Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Trainer (Hairstylist)		3		3

		Transport Services Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Translator		2		2

		Transport Services Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3						Transport Services Manager - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Travel Agent - Employee		2		2						Transport Services Manager - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Travel Agent - Principal		1		1						Transport Services Manager - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Trawler Captain - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		3		3						Transport Services Manager - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Trawler Captain - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3						Travel Agent - Employee		2		2

		Trawlerman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4						Travel Agent - Principal		1		1

		Trawlerman - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		4						Trawler Captain - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		3		3

		Treasurer		1		1						Trawler Captain - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		3

		Tree felling - Forestry		9		9						Trawlerman - NZ Economic Exclusion Zone Only		4		4

		Tree Surgeon		4		9						Trawlerman - Outside NZ Economic Exclusion Zone		9		4

		Trimmer (Apparel)		3		3						Treasurer		1		1

		Trotting Driver		9		9						Tree felling - Forestry		9		9

		Truancy Officer		2		2						Tree Surgeon		4		9

		Tug master		4		4						Trimmer (Apparel)		3		3

		Tuner - Musical Instrument		2		2						Trotting Driver		9		9

		Tutor		2		2						Truancy Officer		2		2

		Typesetter		3		3						Tug master		4		4

		Typist		2		2						Tuner - Musical Instrument		2		2

		Tyre Fitter		4		4						Tutor		2		2

		Uber driver		4		4						Typesetter		3		3

		UI Design Specialist 		2		2						Typist		2		2

		Umpire (Professional Sports)		9		3						Tyre Fitter		4		4

		Underground Worker - Mining Industry (no explosives)		9		4						Uber driver		4		4

		Undertaker - Embalming		3		3						UI Design Specialist 		2		2

		Undertaker - Not embalming		2		2						Umpire (Professional Sports)		9		3

		Underwater Construction/Salvage		9		9						Underground Worker - Mining Industry (no explosives)		9		4

		Underwater Exploration		9		9						Undertaker - Embalming		3		3

		Underwriter - Mortgage/Loan		2		2						Undertaker - Not embalming		2		2

		Underwriter (junior) - Insurance Industry		2		2						Underwater Construction/Salvage		9		9

		Underwriter (senior) - Insurance Industry		1		1						Underwater Exploration		9		9

		Unemployed		9		9						Underwriter - Mortgage/Loan		2		2

		Upholsterer		3		3						Underwriter (junior) - Insurance Industry		2		2

		Urologist 		1		1						Underwriter (senior) - Insurance Industry		1		1

		Usher		2		2						Unemployed		9		9

		UX Design Specialist 		2		2						Upholsterer		3		3

		Valuer - Livestock		3		3						Urologist 		1		1

		Valuer - not property or livestock		2		2						Usher		2		2

		Valuer - Property		1		1						UX Design Specialist 		2		2

		Vehicle Washer		4		4						Valuer - Livestock		3		3

		Veterinary Nurse		3		3						Valuer - not property or livestock		2		2

		Veterinary Surgeon - City Practice		1		1						Valuer - Property		1		1

		Veterinary Surgeon - Country Practice		2		2						Vehicle Washer		4		4

		Vigneron		3		3						Veterinary Nurse		3		3

		Visual Artist		9		3						Veterinary Surgeon - City Practice		1		1

		Visual Merchandiser		2		2						Veterinary Surgeon - Country Practice		2		2

		Viticulturalist		3		3						Vigneron		3		3

		Volcanologist - Laboratory based only		1		1						Visual Artist		9		3

		Volcanologist - some field work		3		3						Visual Merchandiser		2		2

		Waiter/Waitress		3		3						Viticulturalist		3		3

		Waiter/Waitress - Casino		3		3						Volcanologist - Laboratory based only		1		1

		Waiter/Waitress - Restaurant		3		3						Volcanologist - some field work		3		3

		Wallpaper Hanger		4		4						Waiter/Waitress		3		3

		Watch Repairer		3		3						Waiter/Waitress - Casino		3		3

		Watchmaker		3		3						Waiter/Waitress - Restaurant		3		3

		Waterblaster		4		4						Wallpaper Hanger		4		4

		Weather Forecaster		1		1						Watch Repairer		3		3

		Weaver		3		3						Watchmaker		3		3

		Web Designer		1		1						Waterblaster		4		4

		Web Developer		1		1						Weather Forecaster		1		1

		Web Tester		1		1						Weaver		3		3

		Webmaster		1		1						Web Designer		1		1

		Welder (no rigs or heights)		4		4						Web Developer		1		1

		Welder (on rigs or at heights)		9		4						Web Tester		1		1

		Welfare Support Worker		2		2						Webmaster		1		1

		Wharf Labourer		9		4						Welder (no rigs or heights)		4		4

		Wholesaler - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1						Welder (on rigs or at heights)		9		4

		Wholesaler - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2						Welfare Support Worker		2		2

		Wholesaler - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4						Wharf Labourer		9		4

		Wholesaler - Involving light manual work		3		3						Wholesaler - Earning $100,000 or more per year, with no manual work		1		1

		Window Cleaner - more than 3 levels		9		4						Wholesaler - Earning below $100,000 per year, with no manual work		2		2

		Window Cleaner - up to 3 levels		4		4						Wholesaler - Heavy or repetitive manual work, including drivers		4		4

		Window Dresser		3		3						Wholesaler - Involving light manual work		3		3

		Winemaker		3		3						Window Cleaner - more than 3 levels		9		4

		Wool Classer		2		2						Window Cleaner - up to 3 levels		4		4

		Worker - Asbestos		9		9						Window Dresser		3		3

		Worker - Assembly Line		4		4						Winemaker		3		3

		Worker - Canvas		4		4						Wool Classer		2		2

		Worker - Commercial Fishing		9		4						Worker - Asbestos		9		9

		Worker - Farm		4		4						Worker - Assembly Line		4		4

		Worker - Food Service		4		4						Worker - Canvas		4		4

		Worker - Food/Beverage		4		4						Worker - Commercial Fishing		9		4

		Worker - Freezing Works		9		4						Worker - Farm		4		4

		Worker - Glass Industry (Skilled)		4		4						Worker - Food Service		4		4

		Worker - Glass Industry (Unskilled)		9		4						Worker - Food/Beverage		4		4

		Worker - Greenhouse		4		4						Worker - Freezing Works		9		4

		Worker - Hospital		4		4						Worker - Glass Industry (Skilled)		4		4

		Worker - Hotel (heavy manual)		9		4						Worker - Glass Industry (Unskilled)		9		4

		Worker - Hotel (no/light manual)		3		3						Worker - Greenhouse		4		4

		Worker - Insulation		4		4						Worker - Hospital		4		4

		Worker - Logging Industry		9		9						Worker - Hotel (heavy manual)		9		4

		Worker - Merchant Marine		9		4						Worker - Hotel (no/light manual)		3		3

		Worker - Motel		4		4						Worker - Insulation		4		4

		Worker - Motor Car/Cycle Production		9		4						Worker - Logging Industry		9		9

		Worker - Newspaper Industry		4		4						Worker - Merchant Marine		9		4

		Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Diving)		9		4						Worker - Motel		4		4

		Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Drilling, Rigs or Underground)		9		4						Worker - Motor Car/Cycle Production		9		4

		Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Explosives)		9		9						Worker - Newspaper Industry		4		4

		Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (unskilled)		9		4						Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Diving)		9		4

		Worker - Orchardist		9		4						Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Drilling, Rigs or Underground)		9		4

		Worker - Packaging / Distribution		4		4						Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (Explosives)		9		9

		Worker - Photofinishing Laboratory		3		3						Worker - Oil, Petrol, Natural Gas Industry (unskilled)		9		4

		Worker - Pottery and China Industry (Skilled)		3		3						Worker - Orchardist		9		4

		Worker - Pottery and China Industry (Unskilled)		4		4						Worker - Packaging / Distribution		4		4

		Worker - Power Plant		3		3						Worker - Photofinishing Laboratory		3		3

		Worker - Printers		4		4						Worker - Pottery and China Industry (Skilled)		3		3

		Worker - Process		4		4						Worker - Pottery and China Industry (Unskilled)		4		4

		Worker - Radio and TV Manufacturing (Skilled)		3		3						Worker - Power Plant		3		3

		Worker - Radio and TV Manufacturing (Unskilled)		4		4						Worker - Printers		4		4

		Worker - Radio Industry (Skilled)		3		3						Worker - Process		4		4

		Worker - Rest Home		4		4						Worker - Radio and TV Manufacturing (Skilled)		3		3

		Worker - Roading		9		4						Worker - Radio and TV Manufacturing (Unskilled)		4		4

		Worker - Roof (3 levels and over)		9		4						Worker - Radio Industry (Skilled)		3		3

		Worker - Roof (Up to 3 levels)		4		4						Worker - Rest Home		4		4

		Worker - Saw mill		9		4						Worker - Roading		9		4

		Worker - Scrap Metal		4		4						Worker - Roof (3 levels and over)		9		4

		Worker - Service Station		4		4						Worker - Roof (Up to 3 levels)		4		4

		Worker - Sewage Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2						Worker - Saw mill		9		4

		Worker - Sewage Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4						Worker - Scrap Metal		4		4

		Worker - Shipyard (Skilled)		4		4						Worker - Service Station		4		4

		Worker - Shipyard (Unskilled)		9		4						Worker - Sewage Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2

		Worker - Shoe/Leather		4		4						Worker - Sewage Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4

		Worker - Supermarket Staff		4		4						Worker - Shipyard (Skilled)		4		4

		Worker - Television Industry (Skilled)		3		3						Worker - Shipyard (Unskilled)		9		4

		Worker - Television Industry (Unskilled)		4		4						Worker - Shoe/Leather		4		4

		Worker - Wastewater Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		4						Worker - Supermarket Staff		4		4

		Worker - Wastewater Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4						Worker - Television Industry (Skilled)		3		3

		Worker - Water Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2						Worker - Television Industry (Unskilled)		4		4

		Worker - Water Treatment Plant (Some manual duties)		9		3						Worker - Wastewater Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		4

		Worker - Zoo (Others)		4		4						Worker - Wastewater Treatment Plant (some manual duties)		9		4

		Writer		9		3						Worker - Water Treatment Plant (no manual duties)		2		2

		X-ray Technician		2		2						Worker - Water Treatment Plant (Some manual duties)		9		3

		Zookeeper		4		4						Worker - Zoo (Others)		4		4

		Zoologist - Dangerous animals		9		4						Writer		9		3

		Zoologist - Non Dangerous animals		3		3						X-ray Technician		2		2

												Zookeeper		4		4

												Zoologist - Dangerous animals		9		4

												Zoologist - Non Dangerous animals		3		3
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